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WAS NO RTG
By Allison Halco
lashllghU, jellies and old wives
were among llie Indies discussed

yesterday

afternoon

ai

lay

llcindal's presentation nn marine ani
malsal die loliilo/ixi Aquarium.
I lemdal, ujlng of slides iii Illustrate I is
speech, Introduced an audience nl about

.

l>r> sindcnls in 11 M many aquatic life
forma llial an' exhibited al die Inledn

Aquarium, when' I lemdal serves
as die curator Of fishes anil imcrlc

AMI

K*^

D

hrales.

I lie event wass|Miiisniiil
In llie llnivrrsilv's
Marine Kn>li>;;\
Association. With
48,000 gallons
nl display

tanks, 3,100 animals and 53 public
exhibits, die ai|iiariuiii has nue nl tinmosl diverse collet linns nl marine animals nl /mi aquariums in die U.S.
I lemdal said.. I he aquarium Mali makes
a conscious ellurt In lake animals hum
die wild as lillleas|Hissihle.
"We try In raise everything," I lemdal
said.

I lemdal lirsi became Interested in
marine hiolui>y when he was five years
old. lie win kill in |M'l Sinn's lor IS veais

and in public aquariums lor hi years.
Including i yean iii sbedd Aquarium in
( hie -ago, die largest indoor aquarium in
till- v\oild. Once a joh o|K'iuil up at die
loledo Aquarium, he Iclt Chicago so he
could work eluser In his hometown of

Ann Arhor. Mich, lie has wrillen se\eral
luioks about marine biology, including
mil'due out Ihis I,ill
Veslerday, he presented such s|Hiies as
flashlight fish, which havepocketed hio
luminous material behind llieir eyes; jel
Ivlish. which are Ixcorniiij: popular in
hip
s |M'is; old wile fish, which were
named I'tirlhc sounds they make, like old
wives chattering; and shrimp fish, which
iiiil on live mice and shrimp.
University senior Hay I'npik, who
worked at the aquarium last semester.

was Impressed with die aperies I lemdal
covered,
"It really showed olfsomc til the Inner
animals at the /.ix>," I'npik said.
UNDER THE SEA, PAGE 2

Abortion trial gets underway in NYC
By Larry Neumeister
IHi ASSOCIATED PRESS

NEW YORK — A new federal
law banning certain types of late
abortions is unconstitutional
and threatens women's access to
abortions, a lawyer for plaintiffs
said at the start of one of three
trials on the law that started yesterday.
But the government, in its
opening statement, said it would
show that a fetus "can and will
feel pain as a result of this procedure."
The law, signed into law in
November by President Bush, is
too vague and should be tossed
out, plaintiffs' lawyer A. Stephen
Hut jr. said in his opening statement.
Abortion-rights supporters
are challenging the first substantial limitation on abortion since
the Supreme Court's landmark
Roe v. Wade decision.
The law has not been enforced
because judges in New York,
Lincoln, Neb., and San Francisco
agreed to hear evidence in three
separate trials without juries
before deciding whether it violates the Constitution.
Hut warned that evidence in
the trial will include "very raw

banning an abortion
procedure
that kills a "partially bom fetus just
inches from birth."
Judges in the
three cities will
hear from the
National Abortion
Federation, the
Planned
Parenthood
Federation
of
America and several doctors that the
law was written too
broadly and vaguely, and in such a
way that it threatens the health of
Nati Harnik AP Photo
some mothers.
PRO-LIFE: A truck bearing anti-abortion signs circles the streets adjacent to
The simultaneous
the Federal building in Lincoln, Neb., yesterday, where the last of three trials
litigation centers on
the ban of what lawchallenging a federal ban on partial-birth abortions was heard.
makers defined as
stuff" and that descriptions of H. Lam defended the law which "partial-birth" abortion and
surgery were "not for the faint of he described as an attempt to what doctors call "intact dilation
heart."
ban an "inhumane and grue- and extraction" — or D&X.
"To sum up, our evidence will some procedure that causes
In the procedure, generally
show the court that this act pain to the fetus."
performed in the second
unconsUtutionally compromis"Evidence at trial will illumi- trimester and occasionally in the
es a woman's right to reproduc- nate diat partial birth abortion is third, a fetus is partially delivered
tive choice and it is designed to never medically necessary and is and its skull is punctured. An
remove the abortion alterna- an inhumane procedure that estimated 2,200 to 5,000 such
tives," Hut told the court.
should be banned," lane said.
alxirtions are performed annuAssistant U.S. Attorney Sean
He said the law was specific in

Sentenced murderer
scheduled for lethal
injection today
TH[ ASSOCIATED PRESS

William D. Wickline is scheduled to die today by lethal injection for killing Peggy Lerch in
1982. He was sentenced to life
for the death of Christopher
Lerch.
Several informants, including
Wickline's former common-law
wife, gave Columbus police
statements that Wickline
described killing the couple over
a $6,000 drug debt. One man
told police Wickline told him he
coughed to cover the sound of
opening the hunting knife he
used to cut Chris Lerch's throat
But those witnesses either
backed out or were barred from
testifying at Wickline's 1985 trial.
That left only Teresa Kemp,
Wickline's former girlfriend and
the only witness to the killings.
Wickline's attorneys have
unsuccessfully Died to discredit
her in appeals, saying she made

up the story after Wickline broke
up with her.
Here are paraphrases and
excerpts from the trial transcript:
On a Friday and Saturday in
August, about a month before
Kemp married another man,
she, Wickline and the Lerches
were drinking, using cocaine
and other drugs. The party
moved from the couple's house
in nearby Blendon Township to
Wickline's
apartment
in
Columbus.
Then an argument broke out
over $6,000 Christopher Lerch
owed Wickline for cocaine. After
handcuffing Lerch to the
kitchen table and beating him
over the head with a gun,
Wickline suddenly got "so
calm." He then went to the bathroom and called for Christopher

FOUR-DAY FORECAST
The four-day forecast is taken
from vveather.com

TESTIMONY, PAGE 2

""X"

ally in the United States, out of
1.3 million total abortions.
Critics of the law say its language could criminalize more
common types of abortion and
could be a step toward abolishing abortion. Supporters contend it applies only to a procedure done late in pregnancy that
is never necessary to protect the
health of the mother.
The Partial-Birth Abortion Act
carries a maximum two-year
prison term for doctors convicted of performing the procedure.
The litigation appears likely to
reach the Supreme Court.
The high court struck down a
similar Nebraska law almost four
years ago because it lacked an
exception for procedures done
to preserve a woman's health.
Anticipating this problem,
Congress declared that "a partial
birth abortion is never necessary
to preserve the health of a
woman" and is "outside the
standard of medical care."
The abortion-rights groups
disagree, saying that doctors
may find themselves with no
good alternative to the banned
procedure to protect a woman's
ABORTION, PAGE 2

Thurstin Avenue
closings begin today
Thurstin Avenue from East
Wooster to Court Street will be
closed intermittently today
through Friday for trenching to
remove rock so sewer lines can
be installed.
The closing, occur'ng from 6 am to 8
a. every day this
k, will also
ke hit II, the
rictered parking
>n the west side
I of Founders Hall
I inaccessible.
City
and
University
lice and Fire
departments
a r e
aware
of the
closings
' anil have
'plans set to
maintain services
to the community.
Lane closures and brief
delays on Mercer Road, south of
Poe Road, are also likely this
week during storm sewer installation work.

Terror attacks
leave 19 dead
By Burl Herman
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

TASHKENT. Uzbekistan — A
series of bombings and attacks
linked to Islamic militants,
including the first known suicide
missions in Uzbekistan, killed 19
people and injured 26, the prosecutor-general said yesterday.
"A preliminary investigation
shows all the events are interconnected and aimed at destabilization of the country," ProsecutorGeneral Rashid Kadyrov said after
the attacks in the Central Asian
country Sunday and Monday.
Female suicide bombers carried out the blasts at the Chorsu
market, the biggest bazaar in
Tashkent, near the "Children's
Worid" store, and at a nearby bus
stop, Kadyrov said.
Police and intelligence agents
closed off the market in the capital's Old City.
A witness who did not give her

name said she felt the ground
shake when one of the explosions
went off. She said she saw a
woman crying over the motionless body of a child.
President Islam Karimov said
the attacks had been planned at
least six months in advance and
had been originally set to take
place before the March 21 Central
ASta) new year holiday Navruz.
The operation's planning and
financing indicated it had outside
support, he said.
"As the president, I promise all
measures will be taken to stop
such terrorist acts," Karimov said
on state TV in a Russian translation of remarks in Uzbek.
Kadyrov said the events began
Sunday night with a blast that
killed 10 people at a house being
used by an extremist in the central province of Bukhara.
There were also two attacks on
police Sunday night and early

tarn Itrtsov AP Photo

TERROR STRIKE: Uzbek National Security Service special forces
officers patrol in downtown Tashkent yesterday. A series of bombings
and attacks linked to Islamic militants killed 19 and injured 26.

yesterday, killing three policemen. The two suicide bombings
near the Chorsu bazaar, killed
three policemen and a young
child, he said.
Atonazar Arifov. leader of the
opposition Eric party, also cited
witnessc as saying that one of
the suicide bombers had targeted
a group of policemen.
Kadyrov said one person had

been arrested and that authorities were searching for others.
Kadyrov said the attacks were
carried out by Islamic extremists.
"The character and method of
this act is not common to our
people. It was probably exported
from abroad," he said.
Foreign Minister Sadyk Satayev
UZBEKISTAN, PAGE 2
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Terrorists aim for
police, embassies
UZBEKISTAN. FROM PAGE 1

said the situation was stable.
"Police are a soft target," he said. "We see a
repeat of that which was tested abroad"
Safayev declined to say whether yesterday's
attack could have been linked to ongoing operations in l'akistan's border regions, in which a
top leader of the Islamic Movement of
Uzbekistan, Tahir Yuldash, was wounded,
according to Pakistani officials.
The U.S. Embassy in Tashkent warned that
"other terrorists are believed still at large and
may be attempting additional attacks." It cautioned Americans to l)e on "highest alert," and
closed an embassy office in central Tashkent,
although the main building remained open.
A resident of the city of Bukhara said on condition of anonymity that there were at least two
explosions yesterday in the Koshtan district,
nine miles west of Bukhara. Me said they wen'
carried out by suicide bombers and killed several people.
One of the explosions, occurred near a
mosque and another near a private house, he
said.

Aquatic adventures can
prove to be dangerous
UNDER THE SEA. FROM PAGE 1

llrinil.il also addressed
the potential dangers of
working with aquatic animals. Since many of the
animals that the aquarium
acquires have not been
thoroughly studied yet,
their handlers have to take
special care not to come
across any unknown
defense mechanisms the

animals may have.
"You just treat it as a
worst case scenario,"
Hemdal said.
Even students very
familiar with biology were
exposed to some new
species by Hemdal's talk.
Dennis Law, a junior at the
University, has worked at
the aquarium for three
years.
"There was stuff up there

I've never seen before," he
said.
Matt Partin, adviser of
the
Marine
Biology
Association, has worked
with Hemdal in the past.
Last summer, he took his
marine biology campers to
the aquarium, where
Hemdal gave them a
behind-the-scenes look at
the facilities.

Ban's opponents argue
law s wording is vague
ABORTION. FROM PAGE 1

life or health if problems develop.
The American Medical
Association does not encourage use of D&X. but says it
should not be banned. The
College of Obstetricians and
Gynecologists says alternatives
to D&X usually exist, but that
in some circumstances it may
be the best procedure.

Opponents of the ban also
argue that its language is vague
and could be interpreted as
covering more common, less
controversial
procedures,
including "dilation and evacuation." Known as D&E, it is the
most common method of second-trimester abortion. An
estimated 140,000 D&Es take
place in the United States
annually.

Graphic testimony in 1985 hearing puts Wickline away
TESTIMONY, FROM PAGE 1
to help him with a clog.

him out."

Kemp r&n upstairs and saw Lerch
And I don't know how long they dead in the bathtub. She ran downwere up there. I know that I had time stairs and Wickline locked the door.
to tell Peggy that I was sorry. Thank He told her he had to kill Mrs. Lerch
God I told her I was sorry."
and ordered Kemp to lie across die
At some point, Peggy Lerch fell unconscious woman's lower legs.
asleep,
"1 said, 'Bill, I can't,' and he said,
Wickline came 'Now, before she wakes up' And I
downstairs alone knelt down, lesus Christ, and I held
and said, "I took* Peggy's legs while Bill strangled her,

[UgUii'iiilvii JJally Tips

and then she was dead, too, oh God."
She said he used a rope wrapped
with tape to form handles, but she
didn't watch.
He took the body upstairs, and
Kemp paced downstairs "for a long
time." Wickline called her upstairs.
"He opened the baUiroom door,
and he had Chris' head, oh God, he
had Chris' head in his hand, and said,
'Look what I've done.'

"And I don't know what I did after
that. I don't know how I felt. I just, I
don't know. I don't know. ...
"At one time I went up to the bathroom. I don't know why. But I remember being in the bathroom again, as
he was cutting him up coldly. Coldly,
lesus.
"He cut them up in little pieces and
put them in garbage bags to be taken
to the trash bins."

Registration for Fall 2004 begins
today for Seniors
Sponsored by Advising Network

CLOTHING
The Hottest Fashions
80% to 00% OFF!!

SHOES
SHIRT
PANTS
PROBLEM

SERIOUS DELIVERY

Jeans
Sweaters
Pants
Tops
Tanks

$14.99
$14.99
$9.99
$6.99
$4.99

MAJOR BRANDS
FOR MEN AND WOMEN
BRAND NAME WARE M D US E

KlMY JOHjy,

,*!?»I.D'i CUE""*.,

of urn!

■——-

.COM

Mon. March 29 9am to 9pm
Tues. March 39 9am to 9pm
Student Union Room 202 B!
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MEDIA AND POLITICS DEBATE TONIGHT

CAMPUS

Have you ever wondered how much truth is in politics
and media?
Join the Students for Progressive Action (formerly
Students for Dean), Lee McLaird, David Jackson and
Colleen Parmer for a debate on the truth behind the media
and politics tomorrow night at 7:30 in the Jerome Library.

set a life

^^^ J
rhe calendar of events
^^L^^^P
The
cvci is taken from
^^^^^
http.y/wvAv.bgsu.cdu/calcndar/calendar.html

Exhibition sponsored by the Fine
Arts Center Galleries. For more
information on exhibitions, see
web
site
at:
http://digitalarts.bgsu.edu/galler
y/current.ctm
Union Galleries

8 a.m. - 5 p.Ul.
2004-2005 BGSUrve Executive
Board recruitment
Applications are now being
accepted' for the 2004-2005
Executive Board of BGSUrve.
BGSUrvc is a program designed
to create structured experiences
for students that incorporate or
increase volunteerism, citizenship, service-learning and leadership among BGSU students.
Open positions include Chair,
Assistant Chair, Alternative Break
Coordinators (2), Special Events
Coordinator and Community
Service Coordinator. Pick up
applications in 401 BowenThompson Student Union.
QuestionsV Call 372-2343 or
email involvcd@bgnet.hgsu.cdu.
Student Union
8:30 a.m.
One-on-one Research Assignment Assistance from librarians
Research Project Clinics provide
undergraduate students with the
opportunity to work one-on-one
with a librarian on a specific
research assignment. Students
will develop search strategies, discover various print resources and
services available on the first floor
of lerome library, and identify
online resources for their topics.
To schedule an appointment,
undergraduate students may call
419-372-6943, or stop by the
Information/Reference Desk on
the first floor of lerome Library.
lerome Library
10 a.m. -4 p.m.
BFA Senior Thesis Exhibition

i^^^fc^^^^fc^^^^ta ^^

10 a.m.-2 p.m.
Sanctuary Info. Table
Sponsored by Sanctuary.
Union lobby

,

10 a.m. -3 p.m.
Heal life Info, and Recniitment
I'able
Union lobby

11 .i.in. - 2 p.m.
tiet Ready for Summer Raffle
Sponsored by Volunteers in
Progress
(/ri/o;i lobby
11 a.m. -1 p.m.
International Dinner Ticket Sales
Held Over Tickets for the 2004
International Dinner arc almost
gone. We have a few tickets left
for the Dinner, which will be held
on April 4, at 6 p.m., in the
! mil,HI
Grand
Ballroom.
Tickets cost $10 for BGSU students and $12 for non-students.
Tickets will be on sale each day
this week until they're gone.
Union lobby
1

Dry Dock Info. Table
Union lobby
2-6p.m.
WBGU Promotional Table

Union lobby

How 2 Workshop on Sign
Language Basics - 5 Week Series
Come learn basic information
about sign language including
deaf culture, finger spelling,
alphabet and numbers. Also
learn family and relationship
signs This is a five week series
held on Tuesdays starting March
16 through April 13, 2004.
Registration fee of $10 for faculty,
staff and community; no charge
for students. Material fee of $2 for
all participants. For more information, contact the Information
Center in the Bowen-T'hompson
Student
Union,
372-2741.
Sponsored by Union Programs.
315 Union
7-9 p.m.
Line Dancing Workshop with
Sigma Gamma Rho Sorority, Inc.

(7/iion Multipurpose Room
7:30 -830p.m.
Writers Group at the Women's
Center
An hour-long haven for writers,
those who like to write, and those
dragged along by their writer
friends. Open to anyone in the
BGSU community. For further
information, contact Teresa
Milbrodt at 372-9683 or terrian@bgnet.bgsu.edu.

7:30 p.m.
Music from Bowling Green at the
Manor House: Graduate String
Quartet Concert series featuring
students and faculty from the

LOW EXPENSES.
HIGH I.Q.
The markets move in mysterious ways. So do many financial companies.
How else to explain the high fees and expenses they charge to manage your
retirement lunds? If you find this curious, call us- -the company known for
sound guidance and keeping costs low. For over 80 years, we've been helping
some of the world's sharpest minds become smarter investors.
TIAA-CREF.org or call 800-842-2776

Find out more about TIAA-CREF IRAs
and our other tax-smart financial solutions

Miiiuigiiig money for people
with other things in think about.

RETIREMENT I INSURANCE I MUTUAl EUN0S I COlltCE SAVINGS I TRUSTS I INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT

/

You should consider the investment objectives, risks, charges and expenses
carefully before investing. Please call 877-518-9161 for a prospectus that
contains this and other information. Please read the prospectus carefully
before investing, IIAA CRFF individual & Institutional Services. Lie and Ibachin Personal
Investors Services. Inc distribute securities products Please read the prospectus carefully before
investing. 6 2004 Teachers Insurance and Annuity Association-College Retirement EQuftMH Fund
(TIAA-CREF). 730 Thud Avenue New York. NY 1001 /

C31472

Self-Defense

8-9:30 p.m.
"Can I Kiss You?" —by Mike
Domitrz
(Sexual
As>>ault
Awareness Month's Kukotf
Speaker! A fun and educational
look at dating communication,
respect and sexual assault awareness.
101 Olscamp

6 - 8 pin.

107 Hanna Hall

11 .1.11). -4 | Ml I.

College of Musical Arts. Free and
open to the public.
Wildwood Metropark. Toledo

8 -9 p.m.
Ring World: Saturn - Its rings &
moons & the Cassini-Iluygens
Space Mission Multi-media show
in the Planetarium, $1 donation
suggested.
BGSU Planetarium

8 p.m.
Student Composers' Forum
Recital featuring new works by
student composers. Free and
open to the public.
Ilryan Recital Hall, Moore Musical
Arts Center
7 p.m.
International Week Film: "Letters
Not About Love"
In
1983, American poet Lyn
llejinian met Russian poet
Arkadii Dragomoshchcnko in
Leningrad. "Letters Not About
Love" captures the experience of
watching two artists thinking. As
they examine their lives and
countries, the film becomes a
challenging study of the relationship between language, culture,
and the art of mutual understanding.

Gish Him Theater, Hanna Hall
8:30 p.m
UAO Movie: Cat in die Hat
Sponsored
by
University
Activities Organization
Union Tlieater

Mike MeBger B(. hews

CONCENTRATE: University student Ashley Wheadon participates in
a domestice violence and self-defense workshop last night in the
Union. The event was sponsored by Uplift.

Summer Job opportunity with O'Reg
There are a few openings for membership on the student registration staff for transfer days and Orientation-Registration, O'Reg.
Applications arc available in the Registration and Records office,
110 Administration Building and are accepted in the same office
Monday-Friday from 8 a.m. - 5 p.m.
The staff is expected to possess and demonstrate enthusiasm,
energy, reliability, honesty, teamwork, punctuality and pride in
BGSU.
Dates of employment:
lune 17:10 a.m. - 4 p.m.
Dry cereal for ^
lune 22-25: 8 a.m.- Noon
July l-2:8a.m.-Noon
breakfast was
|uly7-9:8a.m.-Noon
invented by John
lune 29-30: 8 a.m.-Noon
July 13-16: 8a.m. - Noon

July 20:8 a.m.- Noon
luly 21:10 a.m. - 4 p.m.

Henry Kellogg at the
turn of the century.

WWW.BGNEWS.COM
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QUOTEI YQl'OTE
"With the finger, you can get to places you
just can't reach with a handkerchief,
keeping your nose far cleaner."
Austrian lung specialist Dr. FRIEDRKH BISCHINGER, who claims that
people who pick their noses (and eat it) are healthier and happier than
those who don't, i Aiumni

OPINION

Purchase your electronics wisely
Left face it. The things we buy
aren't built to last...
It's when household electronics bum out that one can begin
to appreciate the truism in that
Statement For example:
A month after the warranty
expired, the stereo removed ItseU
from the realm of function.
I hen, the infrared remote receiver on the television gave out.
1 xing trips from the couch
ensued, Finally, the hundred dollar toothbrush has started
sounding like a banshee.
What next?

When buying consumer electronics there are a few steps that
readers should respect and follow before getting lovey-dovey
with a new toy.
First, shop around. Look
everywhere. I/xik at your parents, your aunts, your sisters or
brothers, don't look at grandmas.
To paint with a wide brush, there
will probably only be a VCR.
I xMik around. Stores are constantly having sides. If die urge to
buy has taken over a consumer,
then that time is definitely not
the right time to go out and buy

something.
Take the time to get to know
what pnxlucts are out there. See
what similar pnxlucts there are
and if there are any that may lack
one or two features but cost less
and perform better. Wait. Wait.
Wait. Don't rush out and buy
because die money is there.
Figuring out what features
would be valuable can help
when buying new electronics.
If you wanted a |>ortable compact disc player that had antiskip technology, but don't really
care for a re.note, a consumer

Take Wder God'out of Pledge
ELLIOT
HOLT

V-WIRE Columnist
On March 24, Michael
Newdow, an atheist from

Sacramento, < iilif.. presented his
i ase in from ol the Supreme
Court about why die phrase
"under Cod" should be removed
from the Pledge ol Allegiance.
His arguments were brilliant and
precise, and hopefully will sway
the Supreme Court to remove
"under Cod" from the Pledge
millions of schoolchildren are
expected to say every day.
Newdow is ballsy simply
because he's willing to speak his
mind about an issue, even
though it goes directly against
what the vast majority of
Americans believe. In a recent
poll conducted by the Associated
Press, about nine of 10 people
voted a reference to God should
remain in the Pledge. In a poll I
participated in on
wwwcbsnews.com, only IS per
cent of respondents said "under
(kid" should be removed from
the Pledge. It appeals that, seeing how the debate is so lopsided, most people aren't really
BM are of Newdows and others'
anti- "under Cod" arguments.
You see, 1 and so many others
believe many "under Cod" supporters are so fixated with twisting (he Constitution like a
Rublks cube to support
( liiisiianiiv; the) ie missing the
main idea of what's really going

on.The most important thing to
keep in mind, when considering
whether "under < iod" should
remain In the Pledge, is the fact
that spirituality and issues about
(iod are very personal matters.
They are so personal there must
be some amount of restraint
over when these issues should
be brought up. Beliefs about
(.(id's existence or Cod's place in
society shouldn't ever be discussed in a classroom (especially

In elementary schools, where die
Students an' still young and very
impressionable].
Americans need to be honest
about the fact that including
"under (iod" in the pledge raises
numerous problems.
Mentioning God in the often
recited Pledge conditions children very forcefully to believe in
Cod at a very young age. It also
fosters divisiveness between students, and undermines the
authority of atheist parents and
the values they teach their own
children.
A lot of people disagree with
my last point by claiming that
keeping "under Cod" in the
Pledge doesn't particularly harm
children of atheist families
because those children still have
the option of not saying "under
(iod" when it's brought up. This
argument is completely flawed.
Realistically, 11-year-old kids are
often very insecure and motivated by peer pressure. Atheist children will say "under Cod" when
it's mentioned in the Pledge simply because diey become part of
the minority if they don't and

wouldn't want to be singled out
by their friends. It's ridiculous for
us to assume children will be
diplomatic about their beliefs
regarding (kid if most adults
aren't diplomatic on the issue
themselves.
This case boils down to the
necessity of handling other people's oft-conflicting religious
beliefs in a respectful manner.
(Christians should respect atheists enough to listen to their concerns about the Pledge. By doing
so, they'd find most atheists are
offended by the notion a person
has to believe in God to be a true
American.
By the same token, atheists
should respect Christians
enough to allow them to form
Christian clubs that can privately
meet during lunchtime on
School campuses. There has
been some recent controversy
about whether forming Christian
clubs in public schools should be
allowed. I suppOfl them because
they celebrate faith in a way that
doesn't impose upon or disrespect odier students who don't
share their beliefs.
The compromise about "God"
in schools is religious clubs
should be allowed to continue to
meet in public schools only if the
phrase "under God" is dropped
from the Pledge. Doing this
would establish a respectful
boundary between people of different religious beliefs, and allow
everybody the chance to feel
their ideologies are being
respected.

can save $20. Consider buying a
DVD player that may not play all
the compact disc fonnats but
play DVD discs perfecdy. Chaching.
Find out warranty information
before taking the product home.
This is especially important
since the television, the toothbrush and the radio all malfunctioned exactly (pretty close! one
year and one month after they
were purchased.
Shop for an extended warranty. In the case of the stereo, there
was an extended warranty.

product and learn.
These sites will not only say
how the products held up in
testing but the magazines may
also point to a better product.
Remember wait, look, listen.
Wait for a sale, look for consumer reviews and listen to the
salesperson.
Buying smart will get lead to
excellent clectronics.Take the
time to get what's wanted. Then
it's time to get something new...
something sleek, something
quicksilver — if that's what
you're into.

pEQpjj] Prison block: 90210
ON THE STREET
If you could vote
for anybody for
President, who would
it be?

BROCK HOWE
SOPHOMORE, EDUCATION

"Jimmy Kimmel, so
we could have Juggies
in the Oval Office."

KATIE H0YNG
SOPHOMORE,
EARLY CHILDHOOD ED.

"Betty Crocker,
because she is one
tough cookie."

^a£JW|gW£f:

BEN AIKEN
SOPHOMORE, ECONOMICS

LOOKS LiK6
ANOTHeft FoRMeR
BUSH ADM'tNiSTRATioN
OFFiC'ALHASWRlTTeN
A TEU-AIL BOOK....

Unfortunately, the extended
warranty only covered a year of
use. Too bad for the stereo.
Buying electronics isn't so difficult for the internet savvy.
Consider looking up consumer
reviews on the electronics that
are blinking their way into your
heart.
There is a reason these services exist. People don't want to
spend money on a product that
has notoriously and continuously failed. Simply, consider doing
a "Google" search for consumer
electronic reviews, search for the

"Pedro Martinez,
because he's not afraid
to drop an old man."

AARON HEMMELGARN
FRESHMAN,
CRIMINAL JUSTICE

"Wonderwoman,
because she can
please us alL"

AT ISSUE Why celebrities should have their own
prison, and why we would watch it on television
of our famous inmates on the
island. Again, set up video cameras, and have a live broadcast
on FOX.
Asst. Opinion Editor
I lowever, FOX would need to
use a 15-second delay, so they
can blur out nudity and bleep
You've probably heard this
the naughty words, but just
joke at least a hundred times.
enough to die extent that you
You know — the one about how
still know what they are saying
Martha Stewart doesn't think
or exposing. That'll silence all
the papayas in prison are nearly
the soccer moms.
as good as the ones she buys
For every successful realityfrom the grocery store. .
based show, there exists a suitThat punch line has been
able host. Too bad Robert Stack
derived into another hundred
died last year — he would have
jokes, and I am as guilty as the
been perfect. Maybe someone
next two-bit comedian.
like Adam West, Dennis Franz
For some quaint reason, the
or Judge ludy would be fit to act
public opinion is that Martha
as the host/authority figure.
Stewart will — and should —
I low do I think such a show
serve jail time. To them, I say,
would play out? Well, since I
"Why?" She's a celebrity! Our
read "Lord of the Flies," 1 think
famous people don't go to jail. I
the celebrities will gradually
thought you knew that.
form their own tribes, perhaps
Winona Ryder was found
according to their profession.
guilty of stealing merchandise,
There would be separate campbut not guilty of stealing our
fires for movie actors, TV perhearts in "Mr. Deeds." No jail
sonalities, professional athletes,
time for her.
corporate executives and politifoul Reubens, star of "Peecal figures.
Wfee's Playhouse," was arrested
Eventually, the tribes will all
in 1991 for playing with his peeworship a pig's head on a spear,
wee in an X-rated movie theater
and name it Beelzebub. The
(I thought that was the whole
show, which we shall dub
idea?!, and this year was con"Celebrity Inmate Island," will
victed on kiddie porn charges.
be a great allegory about the
He was sentenced to probation,
conflict between civilization
but never to the slammer.
and savagery.
The website Badlocks.com
And you know what?
documents several cases of athEverybody would watch this,
letes who "fought the law and
the law lost." thus making that
because we can't get enough of
Bobby Fuller tune null and void.
popular people at their worst
Those belonging to the
We would tune in every
Thursday at 8 p.m. to watch
Hollywood aristocracy never
perverts like leffrey lones
wind up in prison. If they did,
(Principal Rooney from "Ferris
then die B-list celebs would run
Bueller's Day Off") mm into a
amok, and nobody could stand
that much Richard Hatch.
savage warrior on "Celebrity
I understand not incarceratInmate Island" after he was put
ing talented people like
there for child pom and other
criminal sexual acts with a
Courtney Love and Bobby
minor. He would wear his tie as
Brown. We'd sure miss them.
a bandanna and sneak into a
I lowever, they do need to be
taught a lesson. Can we do this
rival tribe's territory— hopefully
— and still give them the limethrough the doggie door.
light they so selfishly request?
After "Celebrity Inmate
I have the perfect solution,
Island" we could watch
and I'm going to tell you, since
"Celebrity Hospital," which
you've had enough patience to
would show raw, unedited video
read this far.
of injured people like Paris
Hilton, who hurt her knee when
Construct a prison strictly for
she was thrown from a horse
celebrities. Install cameras in
the jail cells, the courtyard and
while filming "The Simple Life 2:
Them Rednecks Sure Is Goofy
the showers. Finally, create a
Lookin'."
reality-based television show
out of it, and suddenly everyone
After all, the nation goes into
will be happy.
mourning whenever one of our
Better yet, find and purchase
beloved blondes gets hurt like
that.
a small island. Exploit all the
natives, and give them minimum-wage temp jobs back at
E-mail Matt with comments
the mainland. Make the island
at msussma@bgnet.bgsu.edu.
the new prison, and airdrop all

MATT
SUSSMAN

CARRIE WHITAKER, MANAGING EDITOR
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What the media doesn't report
JESSICA
FAUSNAUGH
Opinion Columnist
Recently, this nation "celebrated" the one year anniversary of
the war in Iraq. Itople all across
the nation matched to the festivities, complete with protest signs
jam-packed with anti-war lingo.
Regardless of my own feelings
about the war with" Iraq, I believe
there is a reason that these people feel this way, and it's not
because they've gone overseas
themselves and checked it out.
They're not protesting
because they lived under the old
tyrannical regime, hid in their
cellars while tombs annihilated
the buildings around them,
watched U.S. troops plod their
streets or tried to protect their
children from getting hit by a
stray bullet.
They're not protesting
because they helped pull down
the statue of one of the most
inhuman man who ever lived,
cooperated with U.S. troops and
worked together to begin building their country again.
No, that's not why those
Americans are protesting. They
weren't there, and I wasn't there.
So who really has enough information to start making signs?
Let's be truthful: Americans
only get one side of the story
from our press.
My brother is serving in
Afghanistan. A month into it, he
e-mailed my family saying, "I'm
proud of my work here. Tor every
bad thing you hear on the news,
there are three good things happening."
My brother's primary account
was thoroughly elaborated in an
official e-mail called "Good News
the Media Doesn't Share," which
we received on January 5, as we
an' now on the U.S. Army
Military Mailing List

It is five pages long, chock-full
of what our army has accomplished there. It wasn't "lit to
print or report on TV" in order to
share with our soldiers and their
families what our guys and gals
over there have done.
I lere are a few, straight from
the Commanding Officer at
MWSS-171 to his Marines. I honestly wish this article could be
five pages long so that you could
see what I see. No matter what
you do, please keep reading. This
is important stuff.
"The Coalition has completed
over 13,000 reconstruction projects, large and small, as part of a
strategic plan for the reconstruction of Iraq."
"60,000 Iraqis now provide
security to their fellow citizens;
nearly all of Iraq's 400 courts are
functioning fully independent."
"Universities, technical institutes and colleges are open, as
arc neariy all primary and secondary schools. By Oct. 1,
Coalition forces had rehab-ed
over 1,500 schools, 500 more
than scheduled. Teachers earn
from 12 to 25 times their former
salaries."
"All hospitals and more than
1200 clinics an open. Doctors'
salaries are at least eight times
what they were under Saddam.
Pharmaceutical distribution has
gone from essentially nothing to
12,000 tons." "lite army is vaccinating children, irrigating fanns,
creating jobs and opening banks.
Most importantly, "Udayand
Queasy are dead, land Saddam is
now captured], no longer feeding innocent Iraqis to the zoo
lions, raping the young daughters of local leaders to force
cooperation, torturing Iraq's soccer players for losing games or
murdering critics."
"Children aren't imprisoned or
murdered when their parents
disagree with the government,
political opponents aren't
imprisoned, tortured, executed,

maimed or forced to watch their
families die for disagreeing with
Saddam."
"Saddam is gone, Iraq is free,
President Bush has not faltered
or failed ... Yet little or none of
this information has been published by the Press corps that
prides itself on bringing you all
the news that's important."
"Iraq has come further in six
months than Germany did in
seven years or Japan did in nine
years following WWII."
If anyone would like to read
the original e-mail I received, let
me know and I'll forward it to
you.
As encouraging as this information is, I'm also sickened.
Congress fought President Bush
on every aspect of his handling
of this country's war and postwar reconstruction; and they
continue to claim on a daily
basis on national TV that this
conflict has been a failure.
I lie U.S. media obviously has
a problem. Open bias is acceptable. Opinion columnists, like
myself, openly admit that what
we say is just that—our opinion.
I lowever, when you read or
see a news story, you expect
facts, unbiased atid truthful.
Instead, you receive a left-sided,
close-minded worldview passed
off as the "Nightly News."
These things are worth writing
about, and are important for
Americans to know. Why aren't
they in our headlines along with
the body count and political dirt?
Don't let yourself be influenced by what you see and hear
in your living room, because it
isn't reliable or accurate. (let the
facts from someone who isn't
biased, has been there and
knows what they're talking
about. Then make your signs.
For or against, at least they
would be informed.
F.-mtiil Jessica with comments
atjftiiisna@l)gnet.l)gsii.etlii.
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Fad diets have
added risks
I am writing partly in response
to Cassandra Jones's column
entitled "I at doesn't mean
unhealthy" and partly to voice
my opinion on another related
topic.
While I agree with much of
what the Ms. Jones suggests, I
have a few comments to make
with regard to the title. I'm
assuming that by "fat" the author
means overweight or obese.
According to the U.S. Surgeon
(leneral, "Overweight or obese
adults are at risk for a number of
health problems including heart
disease, type 2 diabetes, high
blood pressure and some forms

STEVEN
VAN HAREN

U-WIRECohmnist
I was a pallbearer at a funeral
recently, and it was a terrible
experience for us all Hie only
riling that got me through it was
the good book The instruction
manual for my Cricket ceil
phone.
My parents, unable to attend
solely because ol roaming
charges, wanted a first-hand
account of the service. At the
viewing, I gave my cell phone
camera to some blubbering idiot
claiming to lie the deceased's
lather and posed. I he photo was
grainy, but it was a snap giving
bunny ears to a corpse.
Me and five other muscular
studs were carrying the casket
when a cell phone went off. The
pallbearer directly behind me
lost his grip to text message a
other side of the casket. The
added weight Immediately shattered my collarbone, but I continued for the memory of our
clearly departed Sam,

A: Because he wanted to make up for a lousy summer.

increased risk of chronic diseases
and other health problems.
Secondly, the best way to lose
weight has always been a healthy
diet and exercise. People are so
obsessed with fitting that perfect
body image that they'll starve
themselves or use other equally
unhealthy measures (ironically,
the beer never gets cut out of the
diet) just to fit a now thin, but still
unhealthy, body into Uiose slimfitting pants or short skirt.
If people put half the money or
effort into working out and eating responsibly as they put into
fad diets and fat-burners, obesity
wouldn't be the problem it is

today.
JOHN CRENSHAW
STUDENT

A standard cell-phone funeral

pallbearer all the way on the

Q: Why did Humpty Dumpty have a great fall?

of cancer."
The fact is, "fat," or rather
overweight/obese, docs mean
unhealthy.
The other point I wanted to
raise is on the "low carb" craze
that I can't seem to avoid hcanng
more about every day.
Carbohydrates are your body's
main source of energy — there is
a reason carbohydrates make up
the base and largest portion of
the food pyramid.
Hirst of all, eating a steak or
burger (minus the bun of course)
is not healthier than eatinga
plate of pasta.
Likewise, the Physician's
Committee for Responsible
Medicine spoke out against the
Atkins diet in December 2(io:i,
I licy slated that high-fat, lowcarbohvelrate diets lead to

walking distance of Campus

The preacher began the eulogy but stopped halfway through
is hen his holy Nokia chirped out
"Another One Bites the Dust." I le
excused himseU and proceeded
to gossip about various clergy
members in hushed tones. He
twirled his rosary like a little girl
twirling her hair.
As pulleys slowly interred the
casket, the muted sound of
Venom's "Buried Alive" ring tone
drifted out. I lis mother, clad in
black and clutching a snot nig.
Inn si into fresh tears and
screamed, "That was his favorite
ring tone! I also forgot to cancel
his wireless plan!" I ler cell phone
rang. "1 lold on, let me take this."'
This painful scene was too
much, and I called one of my
nameless friends immediately.
"And now," said the preacher,
"let's have a moment of unimportant chit-chat as Sam would
have wanted." I uivone flipped
open their cell phones in somber
unison, and a melancholy chorus of "Where are you?" and
"What are you doing?" filled the

Motorolas. I wiped my eyes and
called someone to tell him
something that couldn't wait live

minutes,
A line filed out the door past
Vim's mother. She had a cell
phone strapped to each ear and
was crying into a third, telling
her absent family members
about the day's sadness. When I
snipped to say good-bye, she
said, i lold on. hold on, hold on"
to her three cell phones and
engaged me in 10 minutes of
empty conversation.
Sam's brother, a hideously ugly
dude without a long-distance
plan, tried to hug me in the parking lot and Interrupt my conversation with the Verizon people. I
pushed him away with my one
free hand — no one interrupts
my conversations but me.
fortunately, I had some comforting words for this loser: "These
things happen for a reason. You
can take all of Sams rollover
minutes for yourself." 11c smiled

and called me a saint
I walked out and instinctively
called the first number on my
cell phone list because of cellular
withdrawal. I realized it was
Sam's number. "Oh yeah!" I
laughed, and slapped my forehead. "Now how clo I remove his
name from mv phone?"

air.

The family hired a trio of
musicians, and at the end of the
service, we crowded around
them and strained our ears as
they played 'Amazing (Irace" in
dial tones on three Bach-era

2 Bedroom Apartments

from only
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"All Day, Everyday"

Heat, Water, & Gas Included!
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2 Bedroom Deluxe Apartments
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Spacious, newly remodeled units!
• NEW Bathrooms
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• NEW Kitchens with built in dishwashers & microwaves
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1 Efficiency Apartment Available for $285 per month
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March 29-April 2

ALL WEEK: International Museum with items from around the world on display. Room 208 BTSU

TUfSDflT. AflUCtl 30

Film: Letters Not About Love, a film about cross-cultural communication
between two poets. 7pm Gish Film Theater Hanna Hall

506,514,524 N. ENTERPRISE
One of BG's newest complexes
CLOSE TO CAMPUS
3 Bedroom Apartments

WEDNESDAY. /IflkKH 31 M International Careers Information Day sponsored by the Career Center
Panel "Careers in the International Arena".4-S:30pm Lenhart Grand Ballroom
International Careers Information Fair. 5:30-7pm Lenhart Grand Ballroom
|*| Student Panel: "Cross-Cultural Communications: Building Bridges, Breaking Down Barriers".
7-8pm Lenhart Grand Ballroom

•2 Full Baths «Air Conditioning
•Microwaves 'Dishwasher
•Garbage Disposal
•Furnished 'Laundry On-Site
•Plenty of Parking!

TuUKDuY. APRIL 1
International Music Listening Stations: hear samples of music from around the world.
11:00am 5:00pm Room 208 BTSU
11 "The Art and Music of Italy": an audio-visual presentation about changing your perspective.
7pm Room 318 BTSU

Paint the Rock!! With flags from around the world. 7pm at the Rock
Sponsored by the World Student Association with support from the Center for International Programs,
Education Abroad, the Career Center, and the Chapman Community at Kohl.
Contact Katie at 372-2249 or bax1erk@bgnet.b9su.edu for more information

Starting at

$900/month + Utilities

Get Them While
They Last!
Greenbriar, Inc.
445 E. Wooster, Bowling Green, OH 43402

www.qreenbriarrentals.com
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SOCIAL SECURITY COMMISSIONER CUTS DOWN DISABILITY
CLEVELAND (AP) —The Social Security commissioner said yesterday that that a new
computer system would he in Ohio by June that will help cut back on the state's disability payment claims backlog.
Nationwide, people who appeal their disability claims must wait more than a year to
have their claims processed. In Ohio, the wait is even longer. Those who file in Cleveland
are now waiting 11/2 years to resolve their claims.

STATE

Building debris dumping raises concern
paint, propane cylinders or mercury.
"The U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency is very concerned about this material," said
Paul Huesch, a federal environmental engineer who is tracking
the waste.
A growing number of trucks
and trains arrive daily at
Youngstown-area
landfills,
packed with dibris from New
York, New lersey, Rhode Island,
Connecticut and Massachusetts.
Andrew Booker, planning unit
supervisor of the Ohio El'A's
Division of Solid and Infectious
Waste, said the agency was surprised by the trend.
"Our issue is not that it's coming from out of state, but that it's

CLEVELAND iM'l — The
Increased amount ofout-of-state
construction debris being
dumped in Ohio landfills has
concerned state and federal
environmental officials who say
they don't know what's being
buried.

An estimated 2.B million tons
of construction and demolition
debris came Into Ohio last year
' from the Last Coast, according to
a survey by (he Ohio

Environmental

Protection

Agency. That was nearly half of
the construction and demolition debris buried in the slate last

year.
Most of the materials have
been smashed and pulverized lo
the point where they are no
longer recognizable.
()ffii ials fear the waste could
contain asbestos, lead-based

unrecognizable,1' he said.

Ohio is an attractive dumping
ground because it is cheaper for

fflfflMEE
2 Bedroom, 2 Baths

other states to dump here and
Ohio has more lenient landfill
laws.
It costs $(> to Sl2 a ton to dump
construction and demolition
debris at landfills in the
Youngstown area, said Tim ftige.
operations
manager
at
lordstown
Construction
Recovery. ILC, a new landfill in
Lordstown. In New lersey il cosis
an average of $62 a ton, and it's
higher in neighboring states,
according to the New lersey
Department of Environmental
Protection.
Construction debris is a moneymaker for East Coast waste
operators, who charge contractors between S60 to SI00 a ton
for the waste. It costs S3H a ton
to process it, ship and bury it in
Ohio, Ruesch said.
Ohio also is one of only a lew
states that differentiates between
construction and demolition
debris such as wood waste,
plaster, brick and concrete,
which can be dumped under less
stringent rules than municipal

w/ dishwashers + garbage disposal,
furnished, 9&1/2 or 1 year lease available
Apts#1-12

/Starting at
"\S590/mo * electric

Apts #25-39

/starting at
l$625/mo • gas+electric
V>

solid waste from homes and
businesses.
Under Ohio law, household
garbage is buried in landfills
built with special, more expensive controls to protect the
environment and health of residents. Constmction and demolition debris landfills do not have
such strict rules.
Ilic dumping of out-of-state
construction materials is concentrated in four counties east and
southeast of Cleveland —
Columbiana, Mahoning. Stark
and Trumbull counties, which
include the cities of Youngstown,
Canton, Warren and Bast
Liverpool.
Ten landfills dot the landscape
and two have opened in (he last
10 months. Another has been
licensed but has not opened.
"We
affectionately
say
Mahoning County has gone from
steel mills to landfills in 14
\iais,' 1 tulili.ii it Township
Trustee Fred Hartley said, lie
was referring to the decline of the
Youngstown steel industry.

GREENBRIAR, INC.

VILLAGE GREEN
APARTMENTS

•A f.>ist![isyou,,n

." VglPSti time i

We're filling up fret!

we'll pay you $50
to travel abroad!*

I limit 4)

■ REMODELED /starting at
Apts #13-24 K$650/mo
(unfurnished)
\
(New kitchens. New Carpel. & Tile Floors)

Bill Kennedy AP PMo

TRASH: A dumpster filled with trash rests at the Lordstown
Construction Recovery, LLC landfill, in Lordstown, Ohio. The
increased amount of out-of-state construction debris being dumped
in Ohio landfills has concerned state and federal environmental officials who say they don't know what's being buried. An estimated 2.8
million tons of construction and demolition debris came into Ohio
last year from the East Coast, according to a survey by the Ohio
Environmental Protection Agency. That was neariy half of the construction and demolition debris buried in the state last year.

^TOAVELCUTS

Set? the world your way

800-592-cuTS (2887)

445 i.ast Wooster Si. • 352-0717
www.greenbriarrentals.com

www.travelcuts.com

CHEERLEADING
I
TRYOUTS
f

We are looking for outgoing
males and females who thrive
on physical challenges and who
are competitive in nature.
If you are interested in learning
more about the BGSU
Cheerleading Team, email
Cheerleading and Dance
Advisor. Valerie Faley, at:

•travel through Europe for as
little as $75 a day!

^^WSj**^.. /$100 off Deposit
4L..JiLtlES*- / Two bedroom apartments

•receive $50 cash back when
you book by March 31!

'i Mocks from Campus!
• H 1 -mnilr. \r, ,i«

contiki

480 Lehman
354-3533
villagegreencodacor.net

MEDICAL

COLLEGE

Take Your
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r*
Medical CoM«ff« ol Ohio

Vfaley@bgnet.bgsu.edu
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As awareness ol public health issues and needs increases, so do the
career opportunities m the fields of environmental and occupational
health and epidemiology Professionals who specialize in environmental and occupational health and epidemiology anticipate, recognize,
evaluate and control harmful factors such as chemical spills: air. waste,
soil, and food contaminations; harmful work practices; and bioterronst
activities. These professionals develop, implement and manage a
broad scope of environmental and occupational health programs, and
work in a variety of settings such as:
• Manufacturing and service industries
• Government agencies at the local, county, state and federal
levels (i.e.. EPA, OSHA)
• Health-care organizations
• Research facilities
The Department of Public Health at MCO offers a Master of Science in
Occupational Health degree with an ASAC ABET-accredited major in
Industrial Hygiene, as well as. a CEPH-accredited Master of Public
Health degree program, as part of the Northwest Ohio Consortium for
Public Health, with majors in Environmental and Occupational Health.
or Epidemiology. Reasons students choose these degree programs
include.
•>
- Faculty members who are national recognized; full-time faculty
members are doclorally prepared
• Classes held on evenings and weekends to accommodate most
work schedules
• Small class size that allows for more individual attention
• Excellent, hands-on fieldwork opportunities
Applications tor Fall, Spring and Summer are accepted year
round. For more information or to schedule a personal visit, contact
us at (419) 363-5356. malderman($mco.edu or visit our Web site at;
http: www.mco.edu allh pubhealth.

\DANCE TEAM
TRYOUTS
Don't miss this hilarious dating
and intimacy program!
We are looking for individuals who thrive on the art of
performance, who are competitive in nature, and who want
to focus that energy into supporting BGSU Athletics

Sexual Assult Awareness and Healthy
Dating expert Mike Domitrz offers a
humorous look at dating, hooking up,
and how we talk to another!
Tuesday, March 30, 2004

If you are interested in learning more about the BGSU

at 8:00pm in 101 Olscamp

Dance Team and tryouts, email Cheerleading and Dance
Advisor, Valerie Faley, at:

Vfaley@bgnet.bgsu.edu

Presented by CASO and
the Wellness Connection
For more information call: 372-2120
A Safe Room for this event will be provided by
trained victim advocated from the SAAFE Program.
This service is free and confidential.
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Cavs sign former
Michigan State star

March 30,
2004

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Maieen Cleaves signed a 10day contract yesterday with
the Cleveland Cavaliers, who
need help at point guard with
Jeff Mclnnis on the injured list.
Cleaves participated in a
shootaround
with
the
Cavaliers in San Antonio and
was to be in uniform for last
night's game against the Spurs.
Cleaves said before flying to
San Antonio that he was
thankful the Cavaliers sought
him a second time.
Cleveland traded for Cleaves
before last season, but the deal
fell through because of his foot
injury. Cleaves later had a
screw inserted into his left foot
to prevent a stress fracture and
was on the injured list for
much of the season with
Sacramento.
Cleaves, who led Michigan
State to the 2000 NCAA championship, hasn't enjoyed the
same success in the pros. He
averaged 5.4 points and 2.7
assists as a rookie for Detroit,
then spent most of the next
two seasons on Sacramento's
bench.
He was released by Boston
during training camp last
summer and joined Huntsville
of the National Basketball
Development League, where
he averaged 14.1 points, 5.8
assists and 4.3 rebounds in 47
games.
Mclnnis, a key to the Cavs'
late-season playoff push, was
placed on the injured list
Saturday with a bruised right
shoulder and can't return
before April 6 against Toronto.
Backup Kevin Ollie has struggled starting in his place.

www.bgnews.com/sports
BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY

Key injuries could affect finals
By Keith Parsons
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

ATLANTA — Saddled with a
bum ankle, B.J. Elder limped
during warmups, limped
through 12 scoreless minutes,
then limped back on the court to
celebrate Georgia Tech's first trip
to the Final Four in 14 years.
In Phoenix. Connecticut AllAmerica center F.meka Okafor
had only two points in the
regional final because of an
elbow stinger. And Duke held off
upstart Xavier in Atlanta with
point guard Chris Duhon clearly
hobbled by sore ribs.
Still, all three teams survived
over the weekend and moved
on, hoping the wear and tear of a
long season will not keep them
from winning a national championship.

Only Oklahoma State, the
fourth team to advance, is completely healthy, but the others
have nearly a week of rest before
the Final Four.
Duke coach Mike Krzyzewski
knows he needs Duhon at his
best.
"We can't win at this level
without him right now,"
Kr/yzewski said yesterday. "I
thought he's getting a little more
confidence. You can tell that he's
missed nis practice time."
Okafor is the same situation.
Earlier this season, he was
plagued by a stress fracture in his
back, an Injury that forced him
to miss the first Iwo games of the
Big East tournament.
Now, he has another ailment.
Alabama's lermareo Davidson
fouled Okafor hard during the

first half of the final of the
Phoenix regional. Because the
Huskies were in firm control,
Okafor sat out the final 16 1/2
minutes.
He skipped a light practice
yesterday to have an MRI on his
neck and right shoulder, and the
results were normal, according
to UConn spokesman Kyle
Muncy. Okafor is expected to
resume practicing today and
should be ready for Saturday's
semifinal against Duke.
The same goes for Oder. He
Started Sunday against Kansas
but missed his only iwo shots.
"I wasn't near 100 percent," he
said. "I had to go out there and
give it a go for (he team. I wasn't
able to make the plays that I usually make. I just tried to be there
for the guys."

Duhon was the only one of the
three injured stars who played
his normal allotment of minutes
in the regionals. He wore a protective wrap under his jersey,
about the only consideration to
his sore ribs.
He was injured when he fell
into a stanchion holding a TV
camera during the Atlantic
Coast Conference championship game.
"It's tough to play with that
wrap," he said. "It kind of limits
your movement a liitle bit.
Chasing guys going over screens,
you're constantly getting hit
each possession on the defensive end. It's a lough job, but I'll
do it any time."

Tennis beats UT,
snaps three match
losing streak

By Adam Hritzak
SPORTS REPORTER

NFL may
add two
teams to
playoffs
By Barry Mtlner
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

PALM BEACH, Fla. — A proposal to let two more teams into
the NFL playoffs could have a
chance at passing at the league
meetings after all.
The Kansas City Chiefs will
propose an increase in postseason qualifiers from 12 to 14 at
this week's meetings. The NFL
Competition Committee is
against it, and the committee
carries much sway.
But several team officials said
Sunday they would like to see
more playoff teams.
"I'm for anything that gives
my team a better chance to
make the playoffs," San
Francisco 49ers coach Dennis
Erickson said.
"I think two more teams in
the playoffs would increase the
excitement in those cities,"
added Miami Dolphins president Eddie Jones.
Bob Kraft, owner of the Super
Bowl champion New England
Patriots, co-sponsored the proposal a year ago, when it was
voted down. He's indicated he
NFL, PAGE 8

Maloney and
Schoenberger lead
way for BG with big
win in No. 1 doubles flight.
ByiaymeRamson
SPORTS EDITOR

Mike MetigerBG New
SWINGING AWAY: Teammates look on as Sieve Raszka takes a
cut against Ball State this past weekend.

schools, it's a big game for them
to come play against a Division I
opponent. It's also great for our
guys and the community, where
you get two local universities that
go head to head. You normally get
a nice turnout and it's usually a
fun game to play."
The Dragons have received
good production at the plate
from Tony Pierce (.38H AVG) and
Ryan Rammel (.3f).r>), while their
pitching staff has a quality 4.71
team earned run average.
The Falcons will use these two

■•■»■ * pholl>

HURTING: Georgia Tech's B.J.
Elder is one of the injured playFINAL FOUR, PAGE 8 ers gojng jnt0 the Final Four.

BG readies for week
After having the day off yesterday, the Bowling Green baseball
team faces two non-conference
opponents over a two-day span.
The Falcons (11 -4,2-1 in MAO
are on the road today to face
Detroit Mercy (2-13) in the Titans
home-opener, then come home
to face Tiffin (8-13) tomorrow
Coming away with wins in two
out of three games this past
weekend against reigning MidAmerican Conference West
champions Ball State, BG will try
to remain focused against two
teams that are off to a slow start.
"Detroit's always been notorious for a team, from their past
history, that really swings the bats
well ... they are struggling this
year (.233 team batting average)
which is kind of unusual," said
BG head coach Danny Schmitz.
"They've always been a dangerous team and we've got to be
ready to play hard."
The Titans hitting woes this
season have been the exact
opposite of their opponents, who
are lighting up their pitching staff
with a .319 batting average, while
scoring 123 runs, compared lo
just 61 for Detroit. Alex Martin
and Mark Moehlig are tied for the
team lead in batting at .306 and
Tim Poley leads the teams in runs
I titled in with 13. They also have
great team speed, stealing 32 out
of 41 attempts.
Schmitz is excited to host
Tiffin, which should provide a
solid fan turnout since the
schools are close to one another.
"One thing about Tiffin, being
a local college, it's always fun to
play schools like that," Schmitz
said. "Playing the lower division

Charlie

His scoring wasdown in victo-

games to give some players more
playing time keeping them loose.
They will send out a freshman to
lake the mound in each game.
Against Detroit, Schmitz will
start lefty Alan Brech (0-0. 2.70
ERA), who will make his second
start of the year.
At Stellar Field tomorrow,
riglity Greg Mentrek (1-0, 4.50
ERA) will make his first start of
the season after three relief
appearances.

After three straight losses,
the Bowling Green tennis
team could have gone into
their match with Toledo on
Saturday with their heads
down. Instead, the Falcons
snapped their losing streak,
defeating the Rockets 4-3,
and moved to 9-7 overall and
3-1 in the Mid-American
Conference.
"I'm proud of my team In
the fact that they bounced
back," BG coach Penny Dean
said. "They could have folded
everything after that match,
getting beat 7-0, but we were
ready to go again the next day
and played well and had good
spirit against Toledo."
Bowling Green used wins
from two of their doubles
teams and their fourth, fifth
and sixth singles players to
get the win over UT (2-12, 0-4
in MAC).
"Toledo was an exciting
match, and it did come down
to 4-3, the doubles point, just
like 1 had kind of predicted,"
Dean said. "I think it was a
very exciting matchup, and it

came across as a very friendly
rivalry too. All three doubles
teams played well, especially
first doubles."
Lisa Maloney and Susie
Schoenberger
defeated
Myriam Cuerva and Eunice
Paravicini at the No. 1 doubles Bight, H-2. one of the
matches televised by Buckeye
Cable Sports Network.
"I don't know if that fired
them up or what," Dean said.
"They came out firing and
played a great match, had
great overhead smashes."
Heidi Romer and Andrea
Meister picked up a win at the
No. 3 doubles spot, 8-5.
Bowling Green's balanced
singles lineup proved to be
another key to the team's win
over Toledo as Romer,
Cameron Benjamin and
Meister all got wins in the
fourth through sixth singles
slots. Those three picked up
wins for the Falcons, but
Dean said the matches at the
top of the lineup were just as
hard
fought
as
Schoenberger^ match at No.
1 singles went to a tiebreaker
set.
"With the singles, we were
stronger at the bottom half,
bill I still felt Susie and Lisa
played tough matches In
Toledo. It just wasn't meant to
be," Dean said. Toledo, their
TENNIS, PAGE 8

O'Brien committed to remolding Buckeyes
By Rusty Miller
IHE ASSOCIATED PRESS

COLUMBUS, Ohio — Ohio
State coach |im O'Brien wants his
team to be tougher, so he's
already hand-picked a captain to
whip the Buckeyes into shape.
Breaking with long-standing
tradition, O'Brien chose junior
center Terence Dials as the
Buckeyes' captain instead of letting the players vote, and the
coach did it seven or eight
months sooner than the norm.
Dials talks as if he's a Marine
drill sergeant more than a teammate with some added leadership responsibilities.
"Yeah, I'm the biggest guy.
Nobody's beat me up on this
team," he said yesterday when
asked if he was tough enough to
confront a teammate. "I definite-

ly have the ability to go jump
somebody. You know, I don't want
to have to beat somebody up on
this team. That's not what a captain has to do, but more or less
lead by example and let them
know that they're not the only
ones who are going to be working
hard on this team."
The Buckeyes ended a dismal
14-16 season by losing in the
opening round of the Big Ten
tournament three weeks ago.
Since then, O'Brien has been
making plans to open a boot
camp for the players, led by Dials.
"We have to get tougher—
physically and mentally," said
O'Brien, whose voice has
improved since sustaining damage to his vocal cords during
surgery last year. "We're going to
challenge them a lot in those

areas. That's a big issue with us
right now."
O'Brien also discussed his
future, repeating for the
umpteenth time that he has not
been contacted about the vacant
job at St. lohn's in his native New
York City.
"I'm not involved with St. lohn's
University, nor have 1 ever been,"
O'Brien said. "Anyone who continues to connect me with St.
lohn's or puts my name on any
list connecting me to St. lohn's is
making a grave error. It's not right
and it's not accurate."
O'Brien has fought the nimors
for weeks. He has said he was
committed to staying in
Columbus, but has stopped short
of saying he has no interest in any
other job.
Asked if he could unequivocal-

ly say he wouldn't pursue other
positions, O'Brien said, "I don't
think you can ever say 'never'
alx>ut anything. But as of right
now, I don't know how many
ways and how many times 1 can
say this but I am thrilled to be
coaching here at Ohio State and I
have no plans of coaching any
other college team."
O'Brien said the misguided
Internet reports have kept him
busy.
"So then guys like me have to
put out these fires," he said disgustedly.
Another rumor has O'Brien
moving to St. John's, with Texas
Tech coach and Ohio State grad
Bob Knight returning to coach
the Buckeyes. O'Brien was asked
if he had joked with Knight about
the rumors.

GET IN ON THE ACTION AT WWW.BGNEWS.COM/SP0RTS

"I don't think it's funny," he
said.
As if the idle talk weren't
enough, O'Brien already has his
hands full trying to reassemble an
Ohio State program that suffered
tiirough an awful season. The
Buckeyes were poor on defense,
couldn't shoot straight, didn't play
together and most nights were
brutal to watch.
So O'Brien and his staff have
instituted 6:30 am. workouts for
the players, who will likely find
themselves shooting the ball less
and doing more grueling and
physically taxing conditioning
drills.
"Its all a message," guard Tony
Stockman said. "We could go in
the afternoons if they wanted us
to. It's just to get our attention and
to show us that he means busi-

TenyGiiamAP Plato
NEW CAPTAIN: Terence Dials
(front) was recently named Ohio
State's new team captain,
ness and we have to come
around and start playing the way
he wants us to play."
BUCKEYES, PAGE 8
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BG falls to EMU
before Toledo win
TENNIS. FROM PAGE 7

fourth through sixth seeds
played a lot belter than I
expected them to play. They've
improved a lot."
The Toledo match came a
day after that I'alcons iost to
Lastern Michigan, 7-0 in
Ypsilanti. Mich.
Eastern's (9-4. 2-1 in MAC)
only loss in the MAC came in a
close match with the conference's best team so far.
Marshall.
Eastern got the match started by sweeping the doubles
matches. Maloney's match at
No. 2 singles was pushed into a
tiebreaker set, where she would

lose, 4-6, 7-6,1-0.
"Their No. 1 doubles and No.
1 singles players were just quite
strong," Dean said of EMU.
Dean added that Ashley
laktipcin's match at No. 3 singles could have been a win.
"Ashley moved up to No. 3,
and she played a good match,
and I felt the first set could have
gone either way, with Ashley
leading 5-3, and ended up losing it," Dean said. Tor sure that
set and possibly the match
could have gone either way.
The Falcons will host their
first two outdoor matches of
the spring on Friday and
Saturday.

WWW.BGNEWS.COM

First round byes a concern
NFL, FROM PAGE7

still favors it.
But Rich McKay, co-chair
man of the competition com
mittee and general manager of
the Atlanta Falcons, doesn'i
expect passage of the proposal.
"We feel like the current sys
tern has worked very well,'
McKay said. "The playoff num
ber at 12 is a good number and
for competitive reasons, we
don't recommend expansion."
The biggest concern is that
with 14 teams, only the team
with the best record in each
conference would get a firstround bye.
"Yes, that would create a
potential unreasonable advantage for the No. 1 seed," McKay

said. "When you look at the
advantage for the bye of the one
and two seeds, certainly you see
it. To then give it to the No. 1
seed alone definitely is a concern to all of us."
Increasing the playoff field
requires 24 of 32 votes. So does
making permanent instant
replay to aid officials, which also
is on the agenda.
That is considered more likely to happen than adding two
playoff berths. If it doesn't pass,
well...
"There's always plan 1-B,"
said lohn Mara, executive vice
president of the New York
Giants. "We think we have more
than enough votes to get it in
permanently, but if we feel
there's enough opposition,

we're open to compromise."
That compromise probably
would be approving replay for
five years. It was first used to
help officials in the 1986 season,
but was voted out in 1992. It
returned, with the current system of coaches' challenges, in
1999.
In 2001, the format was
approved for three years. Now,
the competition committee has
voted 8-0 for permanent installment.
"I have my reservations,
because we've been hurt by
replay a couple of times,"
Indianapolis Colts president Bill
Italian said. "So yes, I'm for it,
but I can see some people still
wondering."
Replay could include a third

coaches' challenge, too, but
only if a team is successful on its
first two challenges. That must
be voted on by the owners, too.
Other items on the agenda
include:
— requiring each team to
have at least one possession in
overtime;
— discussing upcoming
negotiations to extend the collective bargaining agreement
with
the
NFI.
Players
Association beyond its expiration date after the 2007 season;
— discussing negotiations on
a new television contract. The
current one has two seasons left
and
commissioner
Paul
Tagliabue already is preparing
to talk with the networks about
the next deal.

Xavier, Duke use different Duke, Oklahoma State ready
paths to find their success
FINAL FOUR. FROM PAGE 7

BykmUtte
IHE ASSOCIAIED PRESS .

In their respective bids to
grab the last spot in the Final
lour, Xavier started three
seniors and Duke started three
freshmen. Yet each had a kid in
the lineup whose road had
started, improbably enough, in
Africa.
And when they met on the
court Sunday at the Georgia
Dome, you couldn't ask for a
bitter snapshot of how the
landscape of college basketball
has been changed, probably
forever, by the successive waves
of young talent washing up on
the shores of the NBA.
At the end, even though the
faces were a little fresher than
coach Mike Krzyzewski might
like, his Blue Devils looked like
they always have: like champions. And the defeated
Musketeers, who caught just
about everyone else by surprise, looked exactly like the
team Krzyzewski predicted five
years ago would be standing in
his path.
That was in 1999, not long
after Connecticut beat Duke for
the national championship,
and just before Krzyzewski lost
his first underclassman, a
sophomore by the name of
Elton Brand, to the pros. The
same thing had already taken
place at just about every other
elite program around Coach K
by then, and more and more
promising kids followed the
leads of Kevin Garnet! and
Kobe Bryant by attending their
high school prom and skipping
college altogether.
When someone asked at the
time what that trend would
mean for the college game,
Krzyzewski wasn't thinking just
in terms of his own program.
"Some year soon," he said,
"you're going to see a midmajor team led by seniors who
took the time to develop
together win a national championship."
Duke's late-developing 66-63
win made sure it didn't happen
' this year, but chances are
Krzyzewski's prediction isn't off

by much. The Blue Devils didn't
put a dent in Xavier until center
Anthony Myles. one of those
seniors, fouled out with 12 1/2
minutes to go. They couldn't
knock the Musketeers off their
feet until the final three minutes, when they capitalized on
Myles' absence underneath the
basket to grab two big offensive
rebounds and turn them into
baskets.
"Only one team goes."
Krzyzewski said afterward.
"We're fortunate to be that
team."
The difference between the
traditional "haves" like Duke
and "have-nots" like Xavier had
been narrowing for some time,
but the pace of the last few
years has been downright
dizzying. Scholarship limits
leveled the playing field some
by making it impossible for
even elite programs like Duke
to stockpile talent. But even
more telling has been the
steady stream of teenagers opting for a seven-figure pro paycheck instead of first-semester
math.
Everybody
remembers
LeBron lames could have been
a freshman this year, and that
Carmelo Anthony, his competition for NBA rookie of the year,
would have been a sophomore
at Syracuse. But how many
remember the oilier 10 high
.schoolers who went in the first
round of the draft last year, or
know that a dozen others are
likely to follow them this year?
Even Krzyzewski's considerable powers of persuasion
won't work on those kids, but
he continues to get his pick of
the best that are available.
Xavier coach Thad Matta still
can't compete for those
recruits, but he learned that
years ago, when he was working at Butler. And like a lot of
smart guys with some experience running mid-major programs — think Phil Martelli
and this year's Saint loseph's
team — he came up with a
scheme that works almost as
well.
He finds projects like Myles,

who was toiling in obscurity at
a junior college in eastern
Illinois, and Romain Sato, a
native of the Central African
Republic who moved in with a
couple in Dayton, Ohio, to
attend high school, and waits
for them to develop. Patience is
probably a luxury Matta would
rather not have. But he also
knows waiting a few seasons for
a real shot at winning it all is
better than never getting even
one.
Krzyzewski doesn't have a
choice. His past success practically dictates that Duke had
better be around at the end of
every season, and the talent
drought has forced a shift in his
attitude about how he finds the
players to make it possible.
The day before the Xavier
game, this is how he answered
the question of whether he'd
rather recruit a blue-chipper he
knows will stay at Duke only
one season, or someone less
talented who might stay for all
four.
"I'll take both. We do take
both. ... I don't put a limit on
how long you should stay,"
Krzyzewski said. "I put a criteria on how they stay. I'm not
going to have someone come in
and not be a Duke player."
One of those kids, freshman
I.uol Deng, was born in Sudan,
raised in Egypt and London,
and played his prep basketball
in New jersey. He may not be a
typical Blue Devils recruit;
there are fewer and fewer of
those out there. Like Sato, Deng
represents a growing number
of foreign-born hoopsters
being scouted and recruited to
fill the slots that, until recently,
were claimed almost exclusively by Americans.
In that sense, the rush of
youngsters to the NBA has
forced Krzyzewski and the rest
of the elite coaches to be every
hit as creative as Matta and the
rest of the mid-major crowd. So
while this year's four finalists suggest the "haves" may still be winning the race, the pack is definitely gaining on them.

The participants of the

2004 ALTERNATIVE SPRING BREAK PROJECT
wish to express their gratitude
and appreciation to these generous sponsors:

ties over Illinois and Xavier—he
averaged only five points, nearly
five below his average — but his
defense was as sharp as ever. He
held the mini's top scorer, Deron
Williams, to seven points on 3-of13 shooting, then alternated on
Lionel Chalmers and Romain
Sato of Xavier.
Neither had an easy time:
Chalmers finished 6-of-16, and
Sato made two of 10 shots.
"He's been a lockdown guy all
season, and he's made every guy
he's ever guarded work for his
points," said Duke's leading scorer, JJ. Redick. "It just shows how

courageous he is and how important it is to him for us to win.
"He's putting everything on the
line for us, and we've got to do the
same for him."
Oklahoma State hasn't had a
starter miss any time all season
with injures, and only reserve
Terrence Crawford (sore knee)
has lieen affected at all.
That's a good thing too. The
Cowboys aren't very deep on the
bench — four of their five starters
average about 30 minutes—and
they hardly could afford to lose
someone
Of the four teams in San
Antonio, Georgia Tech is by far
the deepest. The Yellow Jackets

got solid production from their
reserves in three close games in
the tournament, and that continued in the overtime victory over
the layhawks on Sunday.
Clarence Moore had 14 points,
six rebounds and five steals. Will
Bynum scored eight points,
including a go-ahead 3 late in the
extra period, and Isma'il
Muhammad finished with eight
points and nine rebounds.
"We never stopped believing,
even when B.I. went out of the
game," Muhammad said. "We
knew we were a good team and
we could pull this out with or
without B.|. That was the most
important part of our belief."

The March Madness
heats up on campus
IHE BG N!*S

Here are the standings of the
BG News' second annual
Bracket Contest sponsored by
Papa lohn's, Total Sport Source
and the University Bookstore.
Lauer
91
Meiners
89
Akosi
87
Diehl
87
Korey
85
Simpkins
85
Bertsch
84
Frank
84
Steiner
84

Eversole
Pittman
Hodulik
Vogel
Hicks
Izor
Robinson
Siegferth
Casto
Schieber
Szczublewski
Walton

83
83
82
82
81
81
81
81
80
80
80
80

Ted S. Warren AP Photo

AND THE WINNER IS...:
Ben Gordon of UConn will
have a large say in who
wins the NCAA title.

No guarantees for OSU players
BUCKEYES, FROM PAGE 7

O'Brien also will attempt to
get his players' attention by taking away any guaranteed starting spots. For example, lamar
BuUer, Ohio's recently named
Mr. Basketball from Lima
Shawnee High School, will likely
get a long look at taking over the
point guard job from returnee
Brandon Fuss-Cheatham.
"He's certainly someone we're
going to count on," O'Brien said
of Butler, who averaged 31

points and 8 assists a game last
season. "We think he's going to
lit into our rotation and our
plans. Nothing is given to anybody, but he'll certainly have an
opportunity to win that spot."
Ohio State has at least two
other scholarships available. It is
known that the Buckeyes are
holding one for Michigan prep
standout Malik llairston. who
has Ohio State among his final
choices. O'Brien doesn't discount taking a player or two
from a junior college for imme-

diate help, and also said he
believes he is on good terms
with several prized high school
underclassmen.
In the mean time, O'Brien is
committed to molding the current crop of Buckeyes into a
much belter team than it was in
2003-2004.
"I'm very optimistic. I think
we can be a good basketball
team," he said. "We need to
improve in a number of areas,
but I'm excited about it, yes."
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TYCO JUDGE TURNS DOWN REQUEST FOR MISTRIAL
NEW YORK(AP) — A judge declined to call a mistrial yesterday in
the trial of two former Tyco executives, rejecting a defense motion
contending that one juror apparently holding out for acquittal,
had been pressured by intense media coverage.
Ex- Tyco International CEO L. Dennis Kozlowski and former
finance chief Mark Swart are accused in 32 counts of looting $600
million from the conglomerate.

NATION
Annan fires UN. security
chief over Iraq failures

Mom accused
in murder trial
Bv Lisa Falkenberg
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
TYLER, Texas — A mother who bashed her
sons' heads with heavy rocks, killing two of
the boys, was so delusional she thought the
Lord told her to do it, her attorney said yesterday in opening statements at her murder
trial.
"Does she follow what she believes to be
God's will or does she turn her back on her
God?" defense attorney ER. "Buck" Files )r.
asked the jury of eight men and four women.
Deanna Laney, a 39-year-old stay-at-home
mother, has pleaded innocent by reason of
insanity to charges of murdering 8-year-old
loshua and 6-year-old Luke and causing serious injury to Aaron, 14 months old at the
time. Prosecutors are not seeking the death
penalty.
The deeply religious East Texas woman
who home-schooled her children in the tiny
town of New Chapel Hill, 100 miles southeast
of Dallas, wept uncontrollably and shook her
head, at times burying her face in a tissue, as
she listened to testimony and prosecutors
showed gruesome photographs of her slain
children.
Her husband, who has supported her, sat a
few rows behind with friends and family.
Prosecutors contend Laney knew right
from wrong when she killed her children last
Mother's Day weekend, despite opinions
from two psychiatric experts for the defense,
two for the prosecution and one for the judge
— all of whom said Laney was legally insane.
"The issue of sanity is tried in the court, not
the hospitals," District Attorney Matt
Bingham told the jury.
Prosecutors played a tape of a 911 call in

which Laney, in her high, dainty voice, calmly told a dispatcher after midnight on May 10:
"I just killed my boys."
She also described the color of her house
and directed authorities to her home.
"I just did what I had to do," she told the
dispatcher.
later in the tape, she appeared to doubt
whether she should have beaten the baby,
saying, "I don't think I did right by Aaron."
She later said, "I don't think I was supposed
to kill him."
In his opening statement, the district attorney told the jury; "The evidence will show
you that the last thing losh and I-uke laney
ever saw was their mom with a rock over their
head and the last thing they ever felt was that
rock crashing over their head."
Bingham said Laney attacked the baby
first, hammering his head with a 41 /2-pound
rock she had hidden under his crib.
When he began crying, Laney's husband,
Keith, woke up and found his wife standing
over the baby.
"Everything's OK," she told him.
He assumed his wife was changing a diaper and went back to bed. laney then struck
the baby again, and after hearing a gurgling
from the blood in Aaron's throat, she covered
him with a pillow and left the room, Bingham
said.
"Aaron Laney will never be the same," said
Bingham, adding that the boy's vision has
been impaired and he
will never live independently.
With Aaron's blood
on her pajamas,

ByHichWadhams
ASSOCIATED PRtSS

01. Peters AP Ptain
TRIAL: Deanna LaJune Laney enters the
courtroom with lead defense attorney F.R.
"Buck" Files, Jr.. Friday.
laney then woke up hike, led him outside
the family's niral brick home and asked him
to put his head on a large rock, the prosecutor said.
"He does what his Mommy tells him,"
Bingham said.
Laney smashed the (i-year-old's skull with
a large landscaping rock.
Then she went to get her oldest child,
Joshua.
I le, too, obeyed his mother and put his
head against a large rock in the yard.
His mother bashed his skull with a Hipound rock.
Ihe boys were found in their underwear.
Their bodies had been dragged to a dark corner of the front yard.

WINTHROP TERRACE

u
TO THE PARTICIPANTS OF

MARATHON

spokesman I'rcd Bckhard said.
Annan's most critical comments were reserved for two U.N.
officials who oversaw the headquarters at Baghdad's Canal
Hotel. They were charged with
misconduct and will face discipli-

Take Shelter from the Spring Showers!

400 E. Napoleon Road
Hours: Monday - Friday 9:00 am - 5:00 pm
Saturday Hours: 10:00 am - 2:00 pm
Sunday Hours: 12:00 pm - 3:00 pm
(419)352-9135
email us: winthrop@gerdenich.com

343 S. MAIN ST: Large three bdrm duplex.
Located Downtown BG. 11/2 Baths.
Washer/Dryer hookup. Double living room
with front porch. $850.00 per mo. for 12
mo lease.

•FREE Heat

3421/2 S. MAIN ST: large eff. Apt located
in downtown BG. $355.00 per mo for a 12
mo lease.

•Ride our Free Resident Shuttle
tO Check US OUt (Lot A 9-10:30, 1-4:30)

•2 Swimming Pools.
On bebalfoflbe entire University community,
thank you all for tlx splendid effort put forth
in support of the Dance Marathon! My effort
at dancing leaves much to be desired, but I
had a fantastic time trying! This is indeed a
big undertaking each year and I am thankful
that our students are so eager to help in this
very important endeavor. You touch the
litvs of so many who need our help and
understanding—this speaks well for each
one of you and for our University You make
this president very proud.

UNITED NATIONS — U.N.
Secretary-General Kofi Annan
fired one senior U.N. official and
demoted another yesterday for
failing to properly protect U.N.
staff ahead of the Aug. 19 bombing of United Nations headquarters in Baghdad that killed 22 people.
Annan's
highly
critical
announcement singled out Tun
Myal, the official in charge of
overall staff security, who was
asked to step down. It said he and
>tluas "appeared to lie blinded by
the conviction that U.N. personnel and installations would not
become a target of attack, despite
(he clear warnings to the contrary."
liie secretary-general also
wrote a critical letter to IX'puty
Secretary-General
Louise
Frechette, who chaired the
Steering Group on Iraq, which
gave policy advice to Annan. She
submitted her resignation but
Annan rclused to accept it, U.N.

nary proceedings before the U.N.
personnel management office.
The announcement said they
never made any effort to heed a
request to buy and install blastresistant protective film for the
hotel windows.
"These two officers displayed
profound lack of responsibility
and ineptitude in the manner
they sought to implement the
request for installation of the
film," yesterday's statement said.
"Their combined response to the
issue indicates a lethargy that is
bordering on gross negligence."
Ramiro Ixipes da Silva, Annan's
proxy on die ground in Iraq, was
demoted as assistant secretarygeneral and will take up a post at
the World Food Program thai
does not involve security issues.
An October report cited massive security failures More the
Aug. 19 bombing at the U.N.
headquarters in Baghdad, which
also killed top U.N. envoy Sergio
Vieira de Mello, and wounded
over 150 others. It also pointed to
continued security lapses at the
time of a second bombing in
September, which killed several
Iraqi police officers.
Those bombings led the
United Nations to withdraw all
staff from Iraq.

1372 E. W00STER ST: Three bdrm house located across the street from
Campus. Must have off campus rental references. Washer/Dryer. Off street
parking.Two living rooms and a front porch. $1,300.00 per mo for 12 mo
lease.

•3 Laundromats
•1 and 2 bedroom Apartments
•Plenty of Resident & Visitor
parking.

605 CLOUGH ST: Located one block from Campus. Off street parking.Three
bdrm tv/o bath newly remodeled house. Washer/Dryer. $1,050.00 per mo
for 12 mo lease.
118 S. ENTERPRISE #B: Two three bdrm duplex. Eat in kitchen. Close to
Campus. Off Street parking. Cat permitted. $675.00 per mo for 12 mo lease.
211 STATE STREET: Two bdrm unfurn house. Close to Campus. Off stteet
parking, large yard.Two car garage. Living room w/ fireplace. $900.00 per
mo for 12 mo lease.
2431/2 S. MAIN ST: #1& #2: One bedrm furn located above downtown
business. Off street parking. $375.00 per mo for 12 mo lease.

j^juU^t-^^-^

419-352-5620

Dr. SidneyTLRlbeau
President

NEW1PVE
Rentals

332 SOUTH MAIN STREET
BOWLING GREEN, OH
www.newloverentals.com
I newloveinfo newloverentals.com

APARTMENTS FOR RENT
ASK ABOUT FREE WIRELESS INTERNET

HEINZ

COLUMBIA
COURTS

424&451Frazee
• 3 bedroom/ 2 bath

• 3 bedroom/ 2 bath

• Furnished

• Furnished r-^v^r
• Starting at^750//non|fc,"
■•■Utilities ^"V—/~^
• UNTTS49-72HAVE

FREE WIRELESS
INTERNET

• Air Conditioning

MERCER
MANOR
• 3 bedroom/ 2 full bath
• Air Conditioning

• Fireplace, Microwave
• Fireplace, Microwave
Dishwasher, ^Qd GVD
Dishwashej^aQd\(3/p.
• Starting aV$750/monift
• Starting at^SSSO/monjft; + Utilities "^--v-^r-^
+ Utilities "^v^y-5"^
• FREEWIRELESS
INTERNET IN SOME
UMTS

■ FREEWIRELESS
INTERNET

445 E Wooster

mm

\
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(.HitNBRIAR, INC.

The BG News has 1 Summer and 3 Fall openings
for qualified students to work in part-time selling.
:

ITS

'Real World- Experience
•Flexible Hours
Pay Based on Commission
•Fun Atmosphere
• Resume Builder

• FFFRRFn rAKinirjATF0.

■JII..I..IJ1IUII.I.W.W.III.I.II.
Hours:
Monday - Friday 9am-Spm
Saturday lam-ipm

account Executive

Bowling Green. OH 43402
352-0717
www g
.ilscoln

'So. or Jr. Business or IPC Major
•Own Transportation
• Detail Oriented
• Interested in a Sales or
Advertising Career

APPLY IN PERSON
204 West Hall
Bring Resume If Available
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ARTIST WHO USED DUST FROM NY GROUND ZERO WINS PRIZE

C ARDIFI- Wales (AP) — A New York-based artist became the first winner of a new British art prize on Sunday for a work made from dust collected from the streets of Manhattan after the Sept 11 terror attacks.
Xu Bing was awarded the inaugural $72,000 Artes Mundi. the Wales
International Visual Art Prize, at a ceremony at the National Museum
and Gallery in Cardiff.

WORLD

Ireland enforces ban on
smoking in workplaces

Military sweep
ends, 46 dead
By Ahsanullah Wazir

By Shawn Pogatclmik
IHI ASS0ClAUO PRISS

DUBIJN, Ireland — Ireland
outlawed smoking in workplaces yesterday, imposing the
Strictest anti-tobacco measure
ever adopted by any country on
earth — and one certain to
change the atmosphere in the
country's national institution,
the pub.
"I guess I'll be staying home a
lot more. It'll be the only place I
can have a smoke with my
drink." said Sean llogan, a 46vear-old construction worker,
who lit a final melancholy cigarette as the barman at the
Brian Bom pub in north Dublin
called for last orders Sunday

night
The ban took effect at midnight, shortly after the nation's
10,000 pubs closed.
As of yesterday morning,
smoking sections in offices, hospitals, universities and restaurants were all closing down.
By government order, "no
smoking" signs were erected in
pubs on their front doors,
behind the bars and outside
the restrootns — along with

warnings that violators could
face up to a $4,000 fine.
The only workplaces exempt
from the ban are those that
double as residences: hotel
rooms, prison cells, psychiatric
hospitals and nursing homes.
Home-offices, company cars
and truckers' cabs are also supposed to become no-smoking
zones, although the government has conceded that die
law won't be enforceable in
such private areas.
Prime Minister Bertie Ahem, a
nonsmokcr and regular pubgoer, said he envisioned an
Ireland where "future generations, thankfully, will never
know what it was like to work in
an enclosed, smoke-filled environment."
Health Minister Micheal
Martin, who spearheaded the
initiative, said he expected it
would "take six weeks to two
months for the ban to settle
down." His target, he said, was
for more than 90 percent compliance within the year.
Several opinion polls in the
past year have indicated most
Irish adults — about 30 per-

cent of whom smoke — support
the government crusade against
tobacco.
"It will be marvelous to have
a night out, then not wake up
in the morning with your hair
and clothes stinking of smoke,"
said
homemaker
Eileen
Kennedy,
who
generally
smokes a few cigarenes a week
—when she goes out for a drink
with her husband.
Martin's anti-smoking campaign — which involves
graphic billboards and TV a ds
showing the damage cigarenes can do to die lungs, heart
and brain — has inspired thousands to try to break the habit,
seeking advice on nicotinereplacement therapy through a
government-run helpline.
"1 think, at the end of the day,
a person can't argue with the
logic of it because we all know
cigarettes are bad for us." said
cabbie Shay Kearney, a smoker
who's thinking of quining now.
"And if it actually encourages
people to give up, in die long
term, maybe i t's a good thing
— obviously it's a good thing."
Owners of pubs and hotels

warn the ban will alienate many
European tourists and force
away loyal customers.
One pro-smoking pressure
group predicts up to 65,000 job
losses as pubs and hotels in
rural areas are forced to close.
But the two major publicans'
associations backed off threats
to block the ban in court.
Oliver Hughes, who owns a
pub in Dublin's Temple Bar
tourist quarter, said he expected
European visitors "may find it
hard to understand that they
can't have a cigarene in Dublin,
but if they go to Amsterdam
they can have a joint.''
But the government's Office
of Tobacco Control cites its own
polls indicating twice as many
people think they will go to the
pub more often after the ban
than will stay away because of
it.
On the Net:
Ireland's Office of Tobacco
Control: http://www.otc.ie
Government site promoting
ban, http://www.smokefreeatworlde/

BGSU Dining Services presents the

IHE ASS0CIATE0 PRESS

WANA, Pakistan (AP) — An
al-Qaida intelligence chief was
killed in Pakistan's massive military sweep through western
tribal areas to root out members of Osama bin Laden's terror network and the Taliban, a
military official said yesterday.
Army spokesman Maj. Gen.
Shaukat Sultan identified the
intelligence chief only as
Abdullah. When pressed for
details, including Abdullah's full
name and nationality, Sultan
said he had no more informaUon.
The military declared the
operation in South Waziristan
province over on Sunday, and
claimed it was a success. Some
167 suspects were arrested, but
hundreds of other militants are
still at large. Uzbek terrorist
leader Tahir Yuldash was
reportedly wounded in the
assault but escaped.
Sultan said the army had
confirmed Abdullah's death
through "independent intelligence sources" but would not
say if it had his body. Abdullah is
a common name in the Islamic
world, and it was impossible to
know which of many al-Qaida

Heinzsite
Apartments
Sunday, April 11, 2004 11:00 a.m. until 2:00 p.m.
Lenhart Grand Ballroom, Bowen-Thompson Student Union

lenu
Country Baked Glazed Ham
Slow Roasted Prime Rib w/ Au Jus
Vegetable, Egg and Cheese Strata
Oven-Baked Chicken
Dutchess Potatoes
Cinnamon French Toast Sticks
with Warm Maple Syrup
Fresh Garden Vegetables

Fresh Fruit Bowl
Vegetable Relish Tray
Cheese Trays
Salad Bar
The Union's Famous Coconut Cream Pie
Assorted Fruit and Meringue Pies
Cheese Cakes
Easter Cupcakes and Cookies

710 N. Enterprise
1 & 2 Bdrms

2 Bdrms co:
and a b

and other terror suspects Sultan
might be referring to.
Sultan said that 63 militants
were killed in the operation,
and 167 arrested. Security officials had said Uzbeks,
Chechens and Arabs were
among them.
He said 46 troops were killed
and 26 injured.
Villagers have begun returning to their homes after seeking
shelter in Wana and other villages during the operation,
when thousands of Pakistani
forces battled hundreds of foreign and local militants.
Some tribesmen demanded
compensation yesterday for
property they said had been
damaged and looted in the
operation, Pakistan's biggest
and bloodiest to flush out alQaida fugitives,
"I do not know whose rocket
hit my house. I do not know
who looted my home during
the military operadon, but I
think the government is
responsible for it," said
Mohammed Alam, 43, a resident in the Azam Warsak area,
which was a focus of the military operation.
Sultan said troops had only
demolished the homes of
tribesmen who sheltered terrorists, but conceded that some
other houses could have come
under attack. He denied the
claims of looting.
While Pakistani troops have
withdrawn from the target area
of the operation, they have not
pulled out of South Waziristan.
Sultan said some of the militants had "dispersed into smaller groups" and would not be
allowed to regroup.

CLOSE TO C

Management Inc.

CALl 353-5800 for an
appointment today!

Pricing
Adults
BGSU Students

$16.95 plus tax
$14.95 with
Student ID

Seniors
$14.95 plus lax
Children 4-12 years
$7,50 plus tax
Children under 4 years
FREE

Reservations
Call the Dining Services Special Events
Reservation Line 419-372-7950
Monday - Friday 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

Seatings available every half hour
from 11 a.m. through 1:30 p.m.

Parking In gated Lot F behind the Union is free for this event with buffet validations
Access it from Thurstm Ave. Additional Parking is available in Lot £ on Thurstin Ave.
and Lot A at East Wooster and South College Drive
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We are looking for account executives
to sell for the
BGSU telephone directory.

• Great pay potential
• Bonus Incentives
• Valuable Sales Experience

Flexible Hours
April - August

* Must have own Car*
For more information call 372-0430 or email twhitma@b3net.b3su.edu
DEADLINE April 12.

SPRING#
of things!
PERRYSBURG MARKETPLACE
27072 Carronade Dr. • Phone: 872-6155
(15 minutes North of BG off 1-75)
HOURS: Monday - Friday 10-8; Saturday 10-5; Sunday 12-4
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27072 CanonaOaDr
Paryaburg

BGSUrve

Executive Board and Student Committee
applications available!
Do you like to help people? Are you committed to
serving the community ? Do you want to create service
opportunities for other BGSU students? Check out BGSUrve!
BGSUrve is a program designed to create structured experiences
for students that incorporate or increase citizenship, servicelearning and leadership among BGSU students. All positions for
the 2004-2005 academic year are available, including Chair,
Assistant Chair, Alternative Break Coordinator, Special Events
Coordinator, Community Service Coordinator, and Committee
Members.
All BGSU students are encouraged to apply.
Applications are available in 401 Bowen- r0,taiL— ■
Thompson Student Union and are due April 2.
^*Tfil5«Miirt
Question*? Conta^ t Hnathm Denlinqer Community Service Program
Coordinator 372-2343. involved°hgnet bgsu edu.

WWW.BGNEWS.COM
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Help Wanted

Help Wanted
Painter wanted. Great summer job.
Experience helpful
419-352-2707

Classified Ads

372-6977

TV BG Newt will not kno»in|ly accept adveiiitrmrnli thai dmnmin-iit. ■» rnciiintgc Ji»
crimnutMm againu »n> indmiliul c* group on
ike bun i>i nrc. «**. color, erred, rcligioii,
nilonal origin, leiual onenuiion. iluabtlii).
UMui a< a veteran, or on rhe bann of any other
legally protecied .MIU.
Ihe H(i Newt retcrvet the right lo dcclme. ditcontinue or ttviie an) ailteriUemcnt uwli a*
ihtne found lo he defamatory. lacking in la.tu
al baaii. rrmtcading or faitc in nature. All
advemiemenH are uibject to editing and
approval

SERVERS WANTED
Need a summer (ob?? Join Toledo
Country Club's Professional Waitstafl and earn $13 an hour in a great
working environment. Apply in person, Tues. - Fri. 9-5, Toledo Country
Club, 3949 River Rd., Toledo, Ohio,
43614 or by fax 419-389-4577.
SUMMER CAMP JOBSI
Resident & Day Positions Available
June 14- July 31, 2004
Hiram House Camp (216) 831-5045
Summer employment full-time. Get
a tan a work outside. Opportunity lor
advancement Make $30O0-$5000.
Positions avail, throughout Ohio Fill
out an application at www.iamcollegepro.com
The BGSU Upward Bound Program
is a college preparatory program for
HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS from
Toledo, Ohio. We offer a six-week
Summer Residential Learning Community.
EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES
JUNE 26-AUGUST 8, 2004

Services Offered
SCHOLARSHIP
Non-traditional women students, apply now. April 10 deadline. Contact
cindycolvin2002@yahoo.com

Personals

$450 Group Fundraiser
Scheduling Bonus
Fraternities- Sororltles-Student
Groups- 4 hours ol your group's
lime PLUS our Iree (yes, tree)
lundraising solutions EQUALS
S1,000-2,000 in earnings for your
group. Call TODAY tor a $450 bonus when you schedule your nonsales fundraiser with CampusFundraiser. Contact CampusFundraiser,
(888) 923-3238 or visit
wwwcampuslundraiser.com

Campus Pollyeyes
2-4-1 stuffed breadsticks
11-9 dine in only
Campus Pollyeves
Big Screen TV
Happy Hours Daily 4 to 8.
Free Delivery 11 to 1 am Daily.

352-9638
SEEKING MEN SOFTBALL PLAYERS 4:30 PM TO 7:30 PM. TRYOUTS SUNDAY 4/18-4/25-5/2. BETWEEN 1-75 & BGSU FOOTBALL
STADIUM IN BOWLING GREEN,
OHIO. BOB MILLER 419-474-1733.

CLASSROOM INSTRUCTORS
Bachelor's degree required in selected area of instruction. Instructor
may request class period. Same
class period each day- Monday
through Friday. Non-residential. Salary is $1 200 per class.
Morning Session (8:30am-9:45am
or 9:45- 11:00am or 11:00 am12:15pm)
•Communications (debate, dramatics, or speech) linked with a
•Composition (three classes will
be offered) linked with a
•Social Studies (American his
ton/, American government, or sociology)
Afternoon Session (1:45 -3:00 pm
or 3:00 -4:15pm)
•Earth and Space Science
•Applied Mathematics
•Algebra
•Geometry
•Foreign Language (Spanish or
French)
RESIDENTIAL AIDES -Minimum
sophomore classification. Must reside in campus housing with students Cannot be enrolled in University classes during employment period Responsibilities include, but are
not limited to:
(1) Assuring all students adhere
to the rules and regulations of the
Upward Bound Program and Bowling Green State University
(2) Assisting with a classroom
activity when needed
(3) Coordinating and implementing student activities during the evening hours. Single room, board and
salary ol $1500.
Applications are available at the
Upward Bound Program office
410 Saddlemlre Student Services
Bldg.

Wanted
2 people needed to take over May
04-May 05 lease. Sterling Univ. Enclave. 2 bdrms. in unfum. apt. Call
419-270-0826 or 419-308-2265

Help Wanted

Can complete an application and interview in program office. MUST
have a transcript (official or unofficial) to interview. Interviews will last
thirty minutes - 9:30am until 4:30pm
and will conclude on April 2.
MANDATORY staff orientations
on Saturday, June 26.

The Daily Crossword Fix
.

Babysitter needed in my Maumee
home. 18-23 hours per week (year
round). If interested, call 419-8652061

I

If you like working with data and
spreadsheets, then this is Ihe job lor
you! Continuing Education is looking
to hire a Clerical Assistant II. Duties
include extensive work in Excel,
keyboarding data, generating reports, record keeping and filing. Advanced knowledge ol Excel is required. We need a self-starter who
is motivated and possesses excellent organizational skills $6 15/hr.,
12-15 hrs./week. Applicant must be
willing to continue through Summer,
Fall and Spring semesters. Submit
your resume and two letters ol recommendation to Karen Schwab,
Continuing & Extended Education,
40 College Park. Application deadline April 9.
VAN DRIVER - part-lime. Provide
transportation to and from social
services agency. Must be between
the ages of 21-65, possess a valid
Ohio drivers license & an excellent
driving record. 10-19 hours a week.
Must be available Irom 2-4 pm & 5-9
pm M-F. Salary $7.69/hr Submit resume and cover letter to
loria@crcwcnet.org or Children's
Resource Center, P.O. Box 738.
Bowling Green, OH 43402

1

For Rent
"Efficiencies & studios avail for
lease by the week, mo., sem & year
All util. includ. Fully turn, cable TV
Please call 352-1520 for more info
"Lg. & sm. houses iodjeasestow
as $220 mo., sing or groups
926-930 E Wooster, 6 bdrms.
303 Merry, Lg. porch, 3 liv.,5 bdrms.
321 Merry A-D, 4-6 bdrm. gr shape.
3071/2 E. Reed St. 3 bdrm. w/d, gar.
315 E.Merry dwn., 2 bdrms, incl util.
316 4311 E. Merry Apts. lg. 2 bdrm.
Listings 24/7 located at 316 E. Merry
#3 also Eff. Call 353-0325 9am-9pm
1 bedrm apt across Irom campus
Available August 2004. 1 year lease.
$350 . utilities 419-787-7577
1 bedroom apt. 1082 Fairview Ave.
$390 mo May - Dec.

352-6414
1. 2 & 3 bdrm. apts. at 215-221
Manville. Available May & August.
Call 352-5239.
12 month leases starting
May 15, 2004:
404 E. Court - 2 bdrm. apt
2 person $550 * util.
420 S. Summit • 2 bdrm. apt.
2 person $460 + util.
426 1/2 S. Summit - efficiency
1 person $265 + electric
530 Manville - 2 bdrm. house
2 person $530 + util.
605 5th A - 3 bdrm. apt.
3 person $720 + uti.
905 Mourning Dove - 3 bdrm. house
3 person $1050 + util.
Smith Apartment Rentals
419-352-8917
2 bdrm. unfum. apt available
1082 Fairview Ave.
Call Steve at 352-5822.
2004-2005
800 Third St. 1 & 2 bdrm. Free heat,
water, & sewer.
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1 Summer & 3 Fall openings for
qualified So. or Jr. to work pan-time
selling as an Advertising Executive
lor the BG News. Real world experience with flexible hours. Must have
own transportation. Stop in to pick
up an application at 204 West Hall.
400 counselors/instructors needed!
Coed summer camp in Pocono's PA
Lohikan.800-488-4321 .lohikan.com

Call today
for an appointment!

ALL STUDENTS/OTHERS
Entry-level pos In Cust. Sales/
Service
•:• Very flexible schedules
<■ Great Income potential
♦ Fun env. No exp. necessary
<• May continue throughout
summer break
•:• Conditions exist. All ages 18+
Call Now 419-881-6133 or apply @
workforsludents.com/np
<•

Mowing and Landscaping.
Call for application. 419-874-5006
or toll Iree 1-877-285-6141.

FROM ONLY
$465!
• 3 month leases now
available
• Ground floor ranch style
apartment with private
entrance
•Patio
• Spacirus kitchen
■ Laundry facilities
• Pets welcome
• Convenient on-site parking

n

N
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Infection Prevention
and Treatment Center
145 W. Wallace St.
CDS Suite 349
Findlay. OH 45840

(419) 425-8000
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30
33
35
36
37
38

Arabian cloaks
Loony
Hebrew lyre
Riverboat of song
Body an
Long gun
Opera highlight
Heckle
Biochemical catalyst
Take place
Oven-cook
Fossil resin
Make amends
'Auld Lang _"
"Rhoda" co-star David
Birthday dessert
Dryer trappings
19th-century actress
Menken
Dilutes
Primo condition
Reach an optimum
Edward Albee play
Owl sound
Incise deeply
Gather leaves

1
6
10
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
23
25
26
29
31
32
34
39
40
42
43
45

Make suitable
Hard to find
Killer whale
Port of Iraq
Neighbor of Iraq
Old geezer
In progress
Effervesce
Guitar clamp
Pompous gait
Turning centerpiece
Venetian magistrate
__ Beach, SC
Hubbub
Govt agents
Radames' sweetheart
Snake: pref.
Old anesthetic
Burl on a tree
Ketchup company
Small amount
_ chloride (refrigerant)
Pay to play

46
47
49
51
55
56
59
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71

Bow notch
Former acorns
Actress Danner
Sacred Egyptian beetle
City south of Moscow
Ordinary gal
Dominant male
Attain
Eastern leader
Bannister or Coe. e.g.
God of love
Fires
Luxury Honda
Copenhagen resident
Biblical pronoun
Spade's "Just Shoot Me"
co-star

2 Bedroom
Townhouses

3 Bedroom
Townhouses
Furnished

Full Basement

1 Half & 1 Full Baths

Washer/Dryer
Hookup

Full Basement

Starting at

$750/month

Washer/Dryer
Hookup
ONLY TWO LE FT!

5 subleasers needed lor May-Aug.
517 Pike St Close to campus, lg.
house, own bdrm. Call 354-9547
721 4th St 3 bdrm., 2 baths, central
air, dishwshr. Avail May 15. $800
mo plus dep. & util 419-353-0494.
Apts. & Houses.
Singles & Groups.
No Pets. 353-8206.
Graduate Students
601 Third.1 bdrm.turn, 12 mo lease
Undergrade
704 Filth. 2 bdrm.lurn. 9-12 mo.
rates, A/C. shuttle
Seniors, Grads. Couples
710 Seventh, 2 bdrm. unlurn, A/C.
dishwashers, shuttle, heat included
Let's talk. 352-3445

419)352-0717

www.greenbriarrentals.cnm |
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For Rent

BG Apts-818/822 2nd St.
2 BR Apts avail. May or August
$490 + gas/elec. 12 mo. lease.
Smith Apt Rentals 419-352-8917.

Two bdrm house. Close to campus

Male has room for rent for a clean,
neat, responsible male Furn. room
with freedom of house. $200 deposit. $300/ mo. No other bills 354-6117
One large room efficiencies
with private baths & utilities paid
Call 352-5822

419-376-3399
Wlnlhrop Terrace Apts.
1 & 2 bdrm apis available
Call 419-352-9135.

^709 5th Street \
APARTMENTS

Sublessor needed for summer.
Hitlsdale Apts. Cheap rent. Email
ques. to keressi®bgnet.bgsu.edu
Subleaser needed. 1 bdrm. apt. on
N. Enterprise avail, in April- Close to
campus Call 419-367-1858
Subleaser needed. Great housing
1 -2 bdrms Avail now. Call Sara at
419-512-5457
Subleaser wanted May • Aug.
2 bdrm. duplex.
For more info, call 352-1995

SPORTING

2 Bdrm., 2 Full Both. C/A
Shuttle stop across the street
S50C. month Full Year Lease
For Rental Information:
Contact Jack at
1-800-829-8638
or Steve at

(419)355-1150

JJ

L LC

Your BGSU Headquarters
for...

Management Inc.

Golf Discs

Jay-Mar Apts. Newly remodeled.
All appliances. Spacious, laundry
facilities in building, A/C, Gas
heat.Startingat$510
The Homestead • One and two
bedroom, A/C. on-site laundry,
ceramic tile, soundproof
construction, dish-washers,
skylights, vaulted ceilings.

In-Line Hockey
Baseball
Softball
Soccer

FILLING UP FAST
STOP BY FOR LISTING

Call 353-5800

Equipment

Additional Site to Choose from:
Summit Hill
We'll take care of you Best price.
welt maintained, privacy and deadbott
security, large apartments
24-hr Maintenance.

Management Inc.

. STORE HOURS
Monthly thru Thursday 10 a
Friday 10-6
Saturday 10 *»
Sunday 12 '

HIGHLAND
MANAGEMENT

123 s. M.iiii Street. Downtown BG

. www.bghighlandmgml.com .
\^
highland&wcnt'l.org
__/

419 352 3610

~16 2~
Bedroom
Apartments

Bedroom

Townhouses

• Carports

Carports

•IN THE 2 BDRM:

Washer & Dryer
Hookups

' Washer & Dryer
Hookups

2 Baths

Hillsdale Apt. 1082 Fairview
1 & 2 Bdrm Apts./
3 Bdrm Twnhs.
Dishwasher - Garbage
Disposal -Washer/Dryer
Hook-up(2/3 bdrm)
Carports
FEW 3BDRM.
TOWNHOUSES LEFT
BGSU Bus stop

Management Inc.

Evergreen Apt.. 215 E Poe
Studios/1 bdrms/2bdrms
Starting at $250/Uo.
NOW HAVE 2BDRMS HERE
Laundry on site
BGSU bus stop

Management Inc.
Helnzsite Apt..
710 N. Enterprise
1 & 2 bdrms
Dishwasher/Garbage Disposal
Washer/Dryer in 2bdrms.
CLOSE WALK TO CAMPUS
Starting at $415/Mo.

Full Basement
Management Inc.

$900/month

Greenbriar, Inc.
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For Rent

Starting at
+ Utilities
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MANAGEMENT

• 1 & /2 BATHS
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3bdrm.,CrimSt., 1 1/2 blks Irom
campus. Lg. Ivg rm.. Lg. kitchen,
util. rm, w/d. S825 plus util. Avail.
Mid-May . 419-352-7090.
426 E. Wooster, Lg. 1 Bdrm.
Avail. 8/1/04. $375/mo. Util inc.
353-7547 Days.
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FREE HEAT
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Apartments

Furnished
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I t082 Fairview Ave ApartmetltS
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For Rent

Domesticated ox
Type of shark?
Wretched
Andes critters
Burn up the road
Bow or Barton
Burr or Copland
Washer cycle
Succinct
Indian nursemaid
Baseball team
Hydrant
Queen ot the gods
Asian inland sea

ANSWERS
1

N

CAMPBELL HILL|HJl[sdale
Al AK I fVlblN I J

41
44
48
50
51
52
53
54
55
57
58
60
61
62

ACROSS

T..e Highlands- One bedroom
Laundry facilities in building. A/C,
Quiet! Starting at $395

•20 minute HIV testing
•Immigration Physicals
•Travel consultations
and immunizations

i.i

'■■

419-354-6036

Now Offering:

'"

'

1.10 E. Washington St. Bowling Green

'BART ENDING' S300/day potential.
No exp. necessary. Training provided. Call 800-965-6520 ext. 174.
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CALL 353-5800 Today! 4«fEfcCA

Stop by the Office at
1045 N. Main St. or
check website

Management Inc.

BGSU BUS SHUTTLE SERVICE

for complete listing
for next year.

WWW.BGNEWS.COM

12 Tuesday. Match 30.2004
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Grab the V400 and score fan-friendly features:

Q MOTOROLA

intelligence everywhere"

• A true image 65,000-color screen
• A built-in speakerphone
• An integrated VGA-quality camera
• Photo caller ID*
• Download coilege-themed MP3 ringtones and graphics*
Act now and save $150 (after $100 instant rebate and $50 mail-in rebate,
with a two year service agreement from Cingular Wireless). Price before
rebate is $299.99. See rebate for complete details. Hurry, limited time offer.

,

Visit hellomoto.com/us/v400 for more information about
the Motorola V400, available exclusively at Cingular stores.
Find a location near you at cingular.com or call 1-866-CINGULAR.

X cingular
fits you best

